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Map· and Plana made to order.
Maps of the tlxcborlanda ami pocket mape of
each county for sale.
; Publisher» of the Atlaa of Maine.)
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and

All Kinds of
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and Iron.
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through
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safety

of

bill twice

Of Norway, Maine.

Undivided Profits,

For Sale

HOLIDAY GOODS*
All are

at)»orbed.
I·
6i«M Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased mem·
brane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Ke-MAU PPtlpQ
•tores the Sen** of ΠΗ I
Γ bV til
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 ct*.. at Druggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 .-ents.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

cordially invited

Sumner,

glass.

Watches, Clocks, Silverware,

Cut^Glass

and

Jewelry,

including a Que assortment of Dutch Collar Pins
and brooches, 25 cts. to $2.50.

Collector's Advertisement of Sale of Lands. Non-resident Owners.

Unuald taxe· of Untie situated Id the town of Mexico, In the county of Oxford, for the year 1909
The following (let of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the town of Mexico aforc» al<
for the year 1909. com m lue· to me for collection for said town on the SJth day of May, 1909, retnali
taxe· with Interest and charges are not prevl
unpaid, ami notice le hereby given that If the said
I· sufficient to pay the amount due thereon, tnclud
ounly paid, so much of the real estate taxed a*further
without
notice, at public auction, at the Town Hal
sold
will
be
chanter,
and
Interest
Ing
In said town, on the urst Monday of February, 1910, at 9 o'clock A. M. :

Work.1

Maine.

Value.

Name of Owner.
Description of Keal:Estate.
Albert A Hard, lot No. 31, Mexico Height·,
No.
Lot
7, Mexico Heights,
|

9

Chvlee Rerube, Lot No. 25, G lesson Purchase.
Estate of L. V. Urackett, or unknown, clay pit, so called,
Jessie Beaudette, or unknown, his former homestead, Lot No. 39 Uleaaon
Lot No. 3» Gleaeon Purchase,

j

Purchase,

75 00
30 00

Charge

12500
100 00
50 00
850 00
100 00

«β 5!
5β

Kenj Cyr, Lot No. 43, Highland Terrace,
Prank Cyr, Lot No. ♦">, Highland Terrace,
P. Gallant, Lot Highland Terrace, adjoining Philip Cormier lot,
Noah Hail, Land formerly owned by Η. B. Whitman, bounded on the north by land
350 00
of aald W hitman, on south by Shaw, Ridion Land Co.'· land,
100 00
Estate of Joseph K. Hu man, fart of Lot No. β, Range 7—15 acres,
7500
George T. Knight, Lot No. 109, Uleaaon Purchase,
00
J. H. Kerr, The John McNlel place, Lot No. 60, Mexico Height·, with the houae thereon, 750
50
00
J. A. LaElamme, Lot No. 72, Uleaaon Purchase,
m
m
50 00
Lot No. 73, Uleaaon Purchase,
50
00
Gleason
No.
Purchaae,
Lot
74,

For sale by
A. KENXEY,
South Paris.

Pmma H. Mann, I.ot No. 74, Kldlon Purchase,
H. W. Park land,
Joseph Maisooe, About 40 «crée of land bounded southerly by Ladd
farm, westereasterly by L. H. Reed land, northerly by Henry
so
Hlil
road,
called, and some land
ly by same farm and Thompson
formerly taxed to A. Bernler,
l>ana S. Mitchell, or unknown. Lot No. 35, Highland Terrace,
Κ. T. Merrll<, homestead formerly occupied by M. E. Bennett,
l'aicel of l»nd comprising about 3 acres, formerly part of A. Partington farm, adjoining southeast skie of Κ. H. Skofleld land,
u._„ Darcnnc believe lh«irejr«-et*lit good
including adjoining former homestead of John H. Piagg,
w— a s.i«ht.
wuiro sll the ume
Many rcrsonb while

100 00

OPTOMETRIST,
Norway, Maine.

15 veirs expert Watchmaker with Bigelow,
Kennard &Co., Boston.

House and Lota No·. 102 and
N. Plastrldge, Lot No. 4, Babb Purchaae,
Lot No-11, Babb Purchase,
Lot No. 12, Babb Purchase,
Lot No. 13, Babb Purchase,
Lot No. 14, Babb Purchase,
Lot No. 15, Babb Purchase,

Joseph Marcoux,
W.

250 00
25 00
5SUOO
20000

|

100 00
300 00
50 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
100 00

103, Kimball Purchaae,

Lee Putnam. Lot No. 46, Highland Terrace,
S. H. Risblli, Lot formerly owned by A. E. Bartlett.

half of lot No.

5,

550 00
25 00

being southerly
100 00
Range 2,50 acres,
Charles B. Richards, tenement bouse and lot located on easterly aide of Roxbnry 750 00
All Work
road, known as the Jessie Vanklst or Lyman Brooke stand,
400 00
John Reed, homestead occupied by Clara Huston,
Guaranteed.
Parcel of land occupied bv Clark Huaton, located oa easterly side
of Roxbury road, bounded northerly by Baptist Chapel lot, easterly
of Mrs. Abble 8.
by land of Chas. L. Stanley, southerly by homestead
A little out of the way
Reed, Including blacksmith shop, stable aad storage building thereon, 900 00
sld.j of
located
on
westerly
Anna
Huston,
by
Small
house
occupied
but it pays to wallt.
100 0)
Roxbury road, next southerly to homestead occupied by C. Huston.
Land westerly of H. W. Pari ttable, formerly the Wm. Hall land,
400
00
so called,
GEM·, WATCHES. CLOCKS
Parcel of land kaowa aa the Lufkla lot, located oa southerly side of
Mexico
Grand
AND JEWELRY.
called
Heights.
Hill
Harlow
road, being premises
1,000 00
according to surrey of Henry Nelson, Civil Engineer,
With Dr. Parmsnter, Norway, Maine.
1,800 00
comprising seven acres, formerly a part of Henry
Char lee Rlcker,

Eastern Steamship Company.

Reubea

^arcel^Mand

^^
75 00
75 00

Robar, lot No. 119,'Kimball Purchase,
Lot No. 130, Kimball Purchase,

150 00

91.OO.

Whitman
Arthur N. Small, or unknown, house aad lots No. 45,48, continuous,
1,150 00
Addition,
50 00
Turbine Steel Steamer CAMDEN and Pred Stillman, lot No. 107, Lucy Richards Surrey,
Steel Steamer GOVERNOR DIN6LET John Toothaker, or uakaowa, all of that part of Mitchell farm, so called, situated 300 00
Mitchell
of
Brook,
and
northerly
easterly of Back Kingdom road,
leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, weak,
north and east by Ο. M.
Wade Traak, about one acre of orchard land, bounded oa
for Boston.
of
days at 7 P.
Howard land, west by C. A. Wilsen land aad southerly by land
100 00
Holman and Brown,
350 00
foundation
thereon,
same
Including
No.
Surrey,
lot
Stanley
10,
C. H. Tow le,
100 00
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week David Valley, lot No. S3. Whitman Addition,
sj ca'led, bounded aortherly and westerly
land,
Toothaker
John
Paanle
Mrs.
Wing,
days at 7 p. m., for Portland.
by G lines place, so kaowa, aad 10000
by Morton place, so called, easterly
by M. C. White farm, and Chas. Wood rich farm,
100 00
Through tickets on sale at principal B. C. Waite, lotsoutherly
W
hitman
Addition,
No. 54,
M
800 00
railroad stations.
Kugeae X- Winters, house knowa as John Dupili house, C. M. Kimball laad,
00
71
2,000
so
kaowa,
formely
M
too
ex
Λ
Lowe,
Woodward
Heights,
«
Freight rat·· μ low m other line·.
109ff
Alonxo Whitman, lot No. 18, Babo Purchase,
r. A. PERKINS, Collector of Taxes.
J. F. LISCOMB, Qeaeral Agent,
Mexloo, Maine, Deo. 12,1909.
Portland, Me.

(1

LiwestPriCBs inOxiirdGounty.
MAINE.

NORWAY,

Sheep For Sale.

I offer for sale

sheep including

buck. As
often see.·

good

sixty large, young
one

a

thoroughbred

flock

you very

as

48tf H.L.SCRIBNER,

750 00
A. L. Mitchell, his former homestead, situated at eastern extremity of Mitchell St.,
600 00
K. A. Abbott surrey,
Bernard'· homestead lot, 75 00
Percy Miller, Lot Etta P. Richards surrey, adjoining Archie
50 00
Patrick McGratb, Lot No-J7, Kimball Purchase,
50 00
Kimball
Purchase,
Lot No. 9P,

PARMENTER, Optician,

Claaa Fan

Optiolan.

Paris, Me.

Rooms.

Auction

vuv

wtth
scarcely noticeable «train 1* raising havoc
ocitthe optic nerve. In time come headaches,
bet1·
PrevenUon
ailment·
other
ouaneaa and
"
Let u· do the preventing."
ter than cure.

Kslmiaas

Jeweler and Graduate

3β

Chase, The John Leavltt meadow, so ca'led,
Wept half of Lot No. 5, Range 5, No. acres 55,
East half of Lot No. 0, Range 5, Να acre· 50,
North half of Lot No. 11, Kange 5, No. acre· 50,

and fir.

HILLS,

and

Estate of W. 3.

Sheathing.

·ι>

(mmmeomw+m)

loll
Curea catarrh or money back,
breathe it in. Complete outfit, Including
Inhaler $L Extra bottle· 60a Druggist*

Taxe·,
latere·

Sheathing for Sale.

My bouse on Skilliogs Avenue in South
double-tenement,
Paris.
Two-story,
twelve rooms, two lots, large stable, ben
house, fruit trees
A. F. BARROWS,
South Paris.
49tf

açtf

Haviland.

including Pencils, Key-ring·, Hem Gauge·,
Stiletto·, Match Safes, Manicure Sets, Etc.

of any I

CHANDLER,

J.

haven't done in a number of years."—
Mrs. M. E. Max field, R. F. D. 9, Avoca,
N. T., June 9, 1909.
Mi-o-na in the form of a tablet is the
best prescription for Indigestion ever
written. It relieves after-dinner distress,
belching of gas, font breath, heartburn,
etc., in five minutes.
It is guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff &
Co. to permanently cure indigestion,
aoate or chronio, or any disease of the
stomach, or money back.
Mi-o-na is sold by leading druggist·
everywhere, and in South Paris by F. A.
Shurtleff & Co., at 50 cents a large box.
Test sample free from Booth's Mi-o-na,
Buffalo, Ν. Y.

Sterling Silver Novelties

CHANDLER,

....

commenced taking his medicine. I took
everything I heard of. The first day of
December, 1Θ08, I got a box of Mi-o-na
tablets. I took them that afternoon and
the next day, and haven't had one bit of
pain in my stomach since the'2d of December. I took five boxes. Feel well
that is something I
now, sleep good

Sherbet and Ice Cream Glasses

For Sale.

Spruce

higher priced

in plain, etched and amber

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside oi
outside work, send In your order·. Pine Lnm
her and Shingle· on hand Cheap for Caeb.

West

see

CHINA CUPS AND SAUCERS.

All prices from 25 cts. to the

Also Window A Door Frames.

W.

to call and
the NEW LINES at

—

Builders' Finish I

E.

it, Read This Letter.

"I was taken last August with a severe
The doctor said it
stomach trouble.
He gave me
was nervous dyspepsia.
medicine for that. I took bis treatment
four weeks, didn't feel any better at the
end of four weeks than I did when I

John Pierce's.

Cream Balm
Ely'squickly

Matched Pine

Dyspepsia

P. A. Shurtleff & Co. Guarantee
Mi-o-na.

PATARRII
«ΗΙΗΠΠΠ

and Job

by

N. D. Bolster Co.

Surplus, $25,000.

$25,000.

If You Have

South Paris, Maine.

Planing, Sawing

a

day.

Nervous

A. W. Walker k Son's,

I will furnish DOORS aa<l WINDOWS
81se or Style at reasonable prices.

once

William Tell

Coal at

Ε. H.

least

at

Oats

Tell Flour is stored in hermetically
sealed tanks, at Ansted & Burk's big
mills.
It is cleaned six times before grinding.
Everything—even the sewing of the
bags-is done by clean, bright machinery.
Note bow much purmr William Tell is
than other flours. This means wheat
cleaning by the most complete equipment known to modern milling science.
William Tell Flour has the brilliant
bloom such as only Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer,and insist on having—

Stove Wood and I

Remedy

Quaker

eat

"The equipment for wheat cleansing:
is at extensive and expensive as that
The freedom
(or grinding purposes.
of flour from dirt and bacteria shows
in its appearance."
Prof. Wh. Jago,
in HatUmal Association Rtvitw.
Wheat specially selected for William

Norway National Bank

Capital, $50,000.

Edgings,

A Reliable

play or rest if you

Wheat Cleaned
Six Times

Whenever you make a sale from the products of
your farm, come around and deposit the proceeds
with us. Then you can pay all your bills by

J. WALDO NASH,

rear

$9.0 ,

Farmers :

ToUphoa· 134-11.

Temple Street,

β.Ο ο
3.0 0
1.6
1.0 a
4.0 0
2.0
2.6 j

is the most independent of all workers. He is his
own manager.
His acres are his kingdom.
But
to be independent means that he must take care
of himself. It is his duty to himself and those
depending on him to make his welfare secure.
There is only one sure way of doing this and that
is by keeping a bank account

Me.

Stoves,

Hardware,

$6.0

The flan Who
"Drives the Plow

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.
14 Main St.,

betterforwork,

SUIT CASES.

W. 0. FROTHINGHAM, South Paris

ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
High Street, South Parte, Maine.

Telephone

VOU'LL feel

Sole Agent for GOODYEAR GLOVE
RUBBERS.
Best Fitting and Best
Wearing Rubbers on the Market.
Also ROBES and HORSE BLANKETS.

Attorneys at Law,
BETHEL,

«"«M······'

...

Oiflce Hours—Si to 13—1 to 4.

g

AND

·«····

MEN'S SHOES, all Leathers, from
$2.00 to
MEN'S HIGH-CUT STORM BOOTS,
3.50 to
2.60 to
BOYS' HIGH CUT STORM BOOTS,
MEN S SLIPPERS,
.60 to
BOYS' SLIPPERS,
.60 to
LADIES' SHOES, all Grades and Leathers,
1.60 to
MISSES' SHOES, all Grades,
1.26 to
LADIES' SLIPPERS and FELT JULIETS,
.60 to
WOOL SHOES, GAITERS, ETC.
In my stock of BAGS and SUIT CASES you will
find a good stock of all grades from
$1.00 to

All my beet work warranted.
H. P.

=====

OO.

..

I

am

now

sorts of

prepared

to

buy

all

STOCKS OF GOODS
—

INCLUDING

—

SECOND HAND FURNITURE.
of second hand
Furniture, Sleighs, Carriages and other goods
new and second hand for

I have

a lot

sale.
Cash paid for goodn when bought

and I sell for

If you have

sell

or

it in.

same.

anything

have sold at

you wish to

private

sale bring

I handle real estate, buying
ing, also surety bonds.

Auction rooms, No.

or

sell·

2, Western Ave·

Albert D. Park.
A

new

Lot

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this line. Job·
No
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.
9

Norway,

NUMBER 51.

MAINE, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1909.

SOUTH PARIS,

PARK,

Democrat.

AMONG THE FABMERS.
"SPUD TH* FLOW."

practical agricultural topi··
la aollclted. Addreaa all communications In
tended (or tht* department to Η*κ*τ D
Hauohd, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem
oerat, Parla, Ne.

Correspondence

on

The Orchard around of America.
Nowhere in the length and breadth of
onr land la the aoll better adapted to
fruit onltnre than In old New England.
For year· the flneat flavored and higheet
oolored apple· grown In America have

come from thta corner of the earth.
Since the time of the first aettlera apple
treea have held an Important place upon
every farm but not until within recent
years have applea been regarded as one
Conditioning for Ent·
of the important crop· upon the farm.
Scarcity of fruit caused by the steady
HANDLING THK FLOCK FOB WINTER PRO
increase of population and by the fact
DUCTIVENBS9—POSSIBLY IT SHOULD that' there are but few placée where the
apple will thrive have created new ImBB DIVIDED.
pulses among the New Englandera. A'·
ready there are plenty of evidence· that
"Conditioning" is » favorite word a large ahare of New Bogland will be
with fanciers, and to aay that a bird ia gradually converted Into one vaat or"in the pink of condition" ia to say tbe chard.
utmost that is possible as to externals,
The land rock ribbed with granite has
ànd I might really bave omitted tbe a soil that la especially well adapted to
last phrase, because "the pink of con- apple growing. Treea come up in this
dition" cannot be obtained by attention to section from seed of their own accord
externals alone, for vigor of body is one and make as rapid growth as do the
of tbe most important factors in pro- maple and pine. Nursery stock thrives
dnoing the beaatifal effect described by equally as well and bears In five or six
the fanciers1 favorite phrase.
years. Scions set In mature treea bear
A bird fully conditioned for tbe show even sooner.
The climatic conditions for apple culroom, even if perfeotly satisfying tbe
owner and its judges, and even though ture are of the very beet.
With the
it has attained tbis condition largely trees blossoming in May and the fruit
through constitutional vigor, is not ripening in October no injury la caused
necessarily in the best condition to pro- by frosta. The hot aummer causes
duce eggs. At the last its handling quick growth of both the tree and the
may have included bedtime meals of fruit and the alanting raya of the bright
sugar and tbe like to get it really over- autumn sun tint the fruit with such
fat, considering its frame in order to delicate huea that it attract· the eyea of
bring it up to the required standard every people of the earth.
weight for its breed. I am not so afraid
The prolificacy and frultfulneas of the
of a fat ben as some of tbe earlier poul- Xew England apple is a subject of retry writers were, and I believe that a mat k. It ia not uncommon for an apple
ben that is constantly losing flesh if on tree to bear for half a century and conthe way soon to beoome unproductive, tinue bearing until disease or death
but there is a point where fat becomes a takes away its life. Five to eight barburden and a hindrance to production.
rels of fruit are not uncommon to a
The cause of a bird laying on fat after single tree. Many trees bear every year
inis
it
composite;
but the common rule is every other year.
reaching maturity
cludes, often, rich food, lack of exercise Oftentimes so heavy laden are the trees
»nd lack of productiveness. That is, their limbs need additional support.
tbe food may be going to fat instead of
There is new interest being manifested
to eggs. And it is very difficult to keep in apple culture In NewîEngland. The
such a bird in good condition and with- recognition of the adaptability of the
out bad habits of various kinds. Most soil and the high price» and Rood marof tbe egg eating, feather pulling, etc., kete are no doubt the result of this new
concerning which we get inquiries eacb awakening. In one place and another
spring come from neglect in "condition- entire farms have been turned into apple
orchards that have redounded with sucing" tbe birds during the winter.
The very first thing to be done when cess. More attention is being paid to
planning to handle the birds for winter the orchards on every farm. The sprayproductiveness is to find oat surely just er plays an important part and cultivatIf tbe
what their condition really is.
ing and fertilising the trees have been
majority are all right aad a few are found to pay for the extra effort. In
much too tbin, set the few down as sus- place of flour barrels, new barrels and
pects, unless you know some good rea- boxes are now being used and more
Hon for this variation from the common pains are token in sorting and packing
condition. If part are in good con- the fruit.
dition, others rather below, from youth
This new spirit that haa taken hold of
or other good cause, make two lots, if the New Englanders may have been
possible, and treat each lot acoording to caught from the apple gruwers of the
condition. You are not likely to get northwest. Their new ideas and metheggs from birds that are below tbe nor- ods bave revolutionized market apples
mal condition of the laying ben, which and have won for them in the matter of
is, at the beginning of the laying season, packing, sorting, neatr.ess, *nd ability to
a condition of excellent flesh or else of appeal to the
eye the first place in the
markets of the world. But In the two
positive fatness.
first
effort
tbe
With thin birds, then,
essentials, the striking color and splenwould need to be to obange this con- did flavor northwestern apples fall far
dition to one of better flesh. They need ahort, while In thla reapect New England
heavy feeding, and if to be heavily fed leads the world.
they must bave exercise. Too much
Nowhere la there a section of America
exercise will work off their flesh; hence, adapted to fruit raising nearer the great
for birds of this class, only moderate markets of the world. Thla fact alone
exercise is demanded. For such birds gives New England the prestige and admoderate litter and a necessity to scratch vantage over all other sections of the
for perhaps one-third of their food is the country and render· her the moat logical
best handling. But, in addition, there fruit growing aection on the globe.
should always be a dry mash provided,
The conversion of New England farms
to which they can resort freely at least into apple orchards 'a becoming an
half the time, else there may always be established fact. There are instances
It is a where
some which do not get enough.
already 10,000 barrels are grown
real problem to deal with individual upon one farm In a alngle year and this
birds in fifties and hundreds, being is In the Granite atate. The atate colobliged to handle them in a general way, leges are live factors in calling the attenand still make sure that each one is tion of the people to this profit paying
satisfied and well handled. If we were industry within the reach of every one.
not continually doing it all over tbe There are hundreds of farms in New
country—more or less well, it is true— England that are paying no profit while
we would say it was virtually impossi- if
they were set out to apples they could
ble.
be made to blossom like the rose and
made
assertion
is
The positive
by yield good returns.
those who have made a long time study
No apples grown In any part of the
of the matter that better results in eggs eartb can compete id tne market id
may be obtained from confined hens color, flavor and keeping qualities. The
♦ *»»·»
fltABA a f
f# t kl α la λ
markets of the world are yawning (or
be true, however, there most needs be New England apples. It but remains
many times more thought expended on (or her to produce them in greater quantheir handling than would be necessary tities each year until every (arm shall be
with the unconfined flock, and more converted into a literal apple orchard
work, also. One breeder, who raises and put npon a profit paying basis. This
hundreds of chicks on a city lot, pro- industry will cause the real estate in this
vides sets of ladders, placing them where section to rise in value as fast as its
the young birds must of necessity use money earning capaoity becomes known.
tbem. These Insure a different use of Surely there is opportunity in New Engthe muscles from what could be gained land to reap a golden harvest from her
The necessity for rock ribbed hills and dales.
on a level surface.
exercise to keep the confined layer in
health not only, but in good laying Beef Still to Come from the West.
We recently had a very pleasant call
vigor, is not less. Scratching exercises
the abdominal muscles in a way calcu- from Hon. C. E. Libby of Burnham, who
lated to make the process of laying a has just returned from a visit to his
much more natural and easy process, ranches in Montana which was his home
since It is quite largely a muscular act. for twenty years. Mr. Libby is still a
Moreover, it adds to the general vigor, very large owner in several larger
and this counts much in the winter's ranches in the west and makes frequent
product.
trips to them. This gives him excepThe question whether a pen of birds is tional opportunities to get first informafat or poor will decide whether or not tion as to existing conditions in that
they can stand a lot of such stuff as marvelously developing land. We askdried, cut clover, bran wholly freed from ed him what in his opinion was the fumiddlings, or malt sprouts as they are ture for western beef supply. Be said
thrown out from brewing and dried. irom bis point of view it was particularThese have much body and not much ly good. He then went on to explain
tendency to produoe fat, and should not his reasons for thinking so. Ever since
be used freely in making up a ration for the prairies were first grazed there has
thin birds. Get the birds into fair flesh been no effort whatever made to huscondition first and then muoh safer and band the feed. All this has meant a terIn (act Mr.
more effective use of the special eg? rible loss of good grazing.
producing feeds can be made.—C. 8. Libby is very positive that there has
Valentine, Ridgewood, N. J., in Tribune been more than double as much grass
Farmer.
destroyed as has been consumed.
But this is not all. As is well known
there has been practically no attempt
Poultry Pointers for December.
made to shelter or oare for the stock.
Keep boxes of charcoal before the The herds were so large and so widely
flooks and you will not be troubled by scattered that it could not well be differbowel complaint and liver troubles. ent and the losses that resulted as a
Coal ashes are good to sprinkle on the consequence were truly
enormous.
dropping boards, although of not muoh Much of the former condition will be
value as a fertiliser.
changed. The coming of settlers in
Remember that hens, like the human such droves as at present is fast narrowwell.
to
thrive
family, must be active
ing up the ranches which means smaller
The busy ones are the money-makers. herds more compactly kept and muob
a
times
how
No matter
day you better oared for, especially in the winter
many
make a pile of refuse in the hen pen or season which is often so disastrous to
level
Make
it of
soon
it.
will
yard they
large poorly tended flocks and herds.
leaves, sand, hay, anything that comes No one who knows anything at all about
bandy, it makes little difference what.
such matters need be told what this new
Go into the houses every night after civilization will mean in the increase in
dark in cold, damp weather, after the the meat supply. Mr. Libby is very
fowls bave gone to roost, and listen for sanguine that it will mean not only a
sounds of roup. If you find a suspected substantial increase in the volume but a
hen remove her to a dry, warm place,— much improved quality.
a barrel with a bed of straw is a good
Just how long the onward tide that
place. Qive her a teaspoonful of warm most eventually sweep the ranch cattle
lard, sprinkle sulphur in her throat, and from their native heaths, can only be
rub her face with camphorated oil. If determined by the rush of emigration.
she la not better In two days, kill and 'Just now it seems as though it was at
use for her fertilizer under some shrub its
height but no one can tell.—Turf,
or tree.
Farm and Home.
An axe Is the very best remedy for
General Horse Notes.
roup, if you wish to get rid of it permanently. Tou may feel quite solemn
A young horse should not be allowed
when you kill a fine bird, but remember to waste his energy during the early
tbat when a bird once has the roup ii part of a journey. Young horses soon
must never see the inside of a breeding become tired.
measures
"Strenuous"
It is a mistake to be constantly drugpen
again.
promptly carried out will prevent a ging horses unless it la really needful.
Horses have good memories and good
spread of the dread disease.
I find it seldom pays to "doctor" treatment will not be forgotten.
fowls. Keep the flocks in a good healthy
Some men thrash their horses for
oonditlon, and no disease will get the thing· for whiob they are not responupper band of you. The law of the sible.
"■arrival of the fittest" ia the only law
It Is downright cruelty to allow a
for a successful poultry man (or woman very young colt to accompany Its dam
to follow.
on long journeys.
Beside, such treatKeep the floors well oovered with ment nearly always results in permanent
in
all
and
feed
some
litter of
grain
sort,
injury to the colt.
it. Do not let tbia litter get damp or
The mare with a suckling oolt should
frebut
it
with
ohange
droppings,
filthy
always be fed with grain, and good hay
save
for
and
top
grass
dreaaing
quently
is better than green grass.
landa.
The breaking of the colt ought to
Leaves make the beat litter, bat other commenoe when be is able to walk, and
aorta are not to be despised. Finely out he shoald be halter-broken before he is
cornstalks, straw and meadow bay are six months old. Harness lessons will
good, so is unthreahed grain. The only then come easier.
difficulty with the latter oomea la gangLarge-boned bnt smooth mares are the
ing the gralo feed.
beat for breeding. Animals of this dehonest
with
with
honest
Be
yoar hens,
scription that nave been injured by
your oastomera, and honeat with your- overwork or from other causes, someself—it pays. And remember tbat yon times produce good foals.
cannot run the hen basinesa with "promA humane man will take the harness
ises to pay1' at aome future time.
off his team at noon time and wash the
sweat from the horse's eyer and face
One great reason why we have to use and shoulders.
medicine for alck horses is that we do
To sell a half-fat lamb It a losing transnot use good sense In feeding and oaring

Maine. for them.—Farm Joarnal.

action.—farm Jonrnal.
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CHAPTER XXI.
II EPA Κ ED as hp had been foi
the shock. Kirkwood was able
to pick himself up quickly, un
Injured. Mulready's revolver Ir

his grasp.
Od his feet, straddling Mulrendy'e
Insentient body, be confronted Calen
dar and Stryker. The face of the latter was a sickly green, the gift of bis
fright. The former seemed coldly composed, already recovering from hi*
surprise aud bringing his wits to bear
upon the new factor which bad beeu
so unceremoniously Injected lato tbc

situation.
He was leaning heavily upon a band
Iυ
that rested flat on tbe table.
this hand he held a revolver, which

[CûîTTIîrDÏD.]
"Well, then." Stryker resumed, tpparently concurring In Calendar's attitude. "w'y don't one of you tyke the
stuff, go off quiet an' dispose of It to

ζ-

11

at

\

^

ι proper fence an' come back to divide. I don't see w'y that"—
"Naturally yon wouldn't," chuckled
"Few people besides the
Calendar.
two of us understand the depth of af-

fection existing between Dick, here,
and me. We Just can't bear to get out
of Right of each other. We're sure Inseparable—since night before last

Odd. Isn't it?"
"You drop It!" snarled Mulready In
accents so ugly that the listener was
startled. "Enough's enough, and"—
"There, there. Dick! All right. I'll
behave." Calendar soothed blm. "We'll
forget and say no more about It"
"Well, see you don't"

given me enough
you'll admit."

distinctness at times.
"Simple enough," he propounded solemnly. "We've got the gladstone bag
here. Miss Dolly's at the hotel. That's
He thinks
her papa's bright notion.
she's to be trusted. Now, then, what's
the matter with weighing anchor and
ellpplng quietly out to sea?"
"Leavin' the dootlful darter?"

KLrkuood

what you've got?" demanded Mulready
wrathfully.

of a sev
"Because I'm a seventh
euth sou. I can see an inch or two beyond my nose. If Dorothy ever finds
lier way back to England she'll spoil
one of the finest fields of legitimate
graft I ever licked my lips to look at.
The trouble with you, Mul, Is you're
too high toned. You want to play the
swell mobsmau from post to finish. A
[julck touch uud a clean getaway for
fours. Now. that's all right—that has
Its good points—but you don't want to
underestimate the advantages of a
If I
;ood blackmailing connection.
?an keep Dorothy quiet long enough 1
look to the Hallam and precious Fred·
lle to be a great comfort to me in my
son

cisely.

"Calendar." he began, "If a single
shot Is fired about this vessel the river
police will be buzzing round your ear*
in a brace of shakes."
Tbe fat adventurer nodded assent,
his eyes contracting.
"Very well," continued Klrkwood
brusquely. "You must know that 1
have personally nothing to fear from

vtu\

>uu[
her pretty oert a„<l
w the «ruff
Iras her aboard! Ufa got out of
this!"
"I won't," returned Calendar Indexcontinued, but the listen·

of

that glowed In his cheeks
When he decided to speak. It was with
rapid enunciation, but clearly and con-

"Then, for heaven's sake," cried Mul-

had heard enough.
Stealthily lie
-rent away to the rail, to stand grasp·
It and staring across the water
slth unseeing eyes at the gay old city
winkling back with her thousand
îyes of light.
Over there, across the water. In tne

serine

bright color

aid age."

bTbe dispute

a

had momentarily rested thereon.
As for Klrkwood, he had covered
the fat adventurer before be knew It.
Stryker, who bad been standing Immediately In the rear of Calendar, Immediately cowered and cringed to find
himself In the line of fire.
Of tbe three conscious men in the
brlgantlne's cabin Calendar was probably tbe least confused or excited
was
unmanned
palpably
Stryker
Klrkwood was tingling with a sense
of mastery, but collected and rapidly
revolving the combinations for tbe reversed conditions which had been
brought about by Mulready's drunken
folly. His elation was apparent In his
shining boyish eyes as well as In the

market prices"—
"You forget Dick," Caleudar put it,
"that there's a thousand In It for each
of us If she's kept out of England for
A thousand's live thou
els weeks.
I can
sand in the land I hall from.
use Ave thousand In my business."
"Why can't you be content with

>r

tingling uith

be bad apparently drawn in self defense at tbe crisis of Mulrendy's
frenzy. Its muzzle was detlected. Ile
looked Klrkwood over with a cool
gray eye, the color gradually return
lng to his fat, clean shaven cheeks, replacing the pardonable pallor which

She's ouly a drag anyBetter off without her. Then
way.
we can wait our time and get highest

huiïi. Κ"

uns

mastery.

"Cert'n'y.

lue

On the other hand,
you— Eland me that pistol, Calendar,
Look sharp, my
butt first, please.
man! If you don't"—
He left the ellipsis to be filled In by
the corpulent blackguard's Intelligence.
The latter, pray eyes still Intent on the
younger man's face, wavered, plainly
Impressed, but still wouderlng.
"Quick! I'm not patient tonlcht."
No longer was Calendar of two
minds. In the face of Klrkwood's atdetained η day.

j

;Dg

llngy n»d disreputable Hotel du Com·
Tierce. Dorothy waited in her room,

titude there was but one course to be
followed—that of obedience. Calendar
loubtless the prey of unnumbered I surrendered an untenable position as
lameless terrors, while aboard the
gracefully as could be wished.
jrlgantlne her fate was being decided
"I guess you know what you mean
a
of
three
council
,y
unspeakable
tlile," he said, tendering the weapon
by
scoundrels, one of whom,
"I'm doggoned If
ns per Instructions.
llmself her father, openly declared h
You'll allow a certain latitude
I do.
mention of using her to further
In consideration of my relief. I can't
lelfish and criminal ends.
say we were anticipating this—ah—
nis first and natural thought—to steal
heaven sent visitation."
her
accomι way to her and Induce
to
Accepting the revolver with his left
mny him back to England—Kirk wood hand and settling his fore finger on
He could h
lerforce discarded.
the trigger. Klrkwocd beamed with
vent over the realization of his undeferpure enjoyment. lie found the
billed Irapotency. Ho had no
of the older man. tempered
ence
iot even cab fare from the hotel to
though It was by hie indomitable
he railway station.
Something sub- ewagger, refreshing in the extreme.
ler, more crafty, had to be contrlved
"A little appreciation Isn't exactly
And there out of
ο meet the emergency.
place, come to think of it," he
va» oneway, one only. He could see
commented, adding, with an eye for
other.
ione
Temporarily he must the captaiu, '•Stryker, you bold, bad
nake himself one of the company of
butterfly, have you got a gun conceal1er enemies, force himself upon them
ed about your unclean person?"
ngratlate himself Into their goo
The captain shook visibly with conTaces
gnir their confidence, then trition. "No, Mr. Kirkwood." he man
ν he η opportunity offered betray them
aged to reply In a voice singularly lackthe power to make them tolerate ing in his wonted bluster.
"
llm. If not receive him as a fellow, the
"Say 'sir!* suggested Kirkwood.
cnowledge of them and their plans
"No. Mr. Kirkwood, sir," amended
hat they had unwittingly given him,
Stryker eagerly.
vas his.
"Now, come round here and let's
And Dorothy was waiting.
have a look at you. Please stay where
He swung round and without at- you are, Calendar. Why, captain, you
Not
I» mollle his footfall, .«ο·* are shivering from head to footl

proving

nioneyj

j

vïd

emptlog

oward the companlonway. He must
,retend lie bad Just cou»·
Subconsciously he had been
luring his time of pondering that the

^oftrd·

•oleoe in the cabin had been steadily
In vol.me, rUlng louder and

'atning
'et

more

loud, Mulready's Qminoue,

Irlnk blurred accents dominating the
There wa. ·
•there.
^ soon as he gave It heed Klrkwooo
indcretood that Mulready In the mad
icss of his Inflamed brain was fore
ng the Issue, while Calendar sough
ralnly to calm and soothe him.
The American arrived at the head of

Step over to
ill are you, you wag?
the table there, Stryker. and turn out
and
your pockets; turn 'em Inside out
let's see what you carry in the way

And. Stryker.
of offensive artillery.
don't be rash; don't do anything you'd
be sorry for afterward."
"No fear of that," mumbled the cap
tain, tueekly shambling toward the ta-

ble and, In his anxiety to give no cause
for unpleasantness, beginning to emp
ty his pockets on the way.
"Don't forget the 'sir,' Stryker. And.
3tryker, if you happen to think of any
thing In the line of one of your merry
he companlonway at a ^tlcal
quips or Jests, don't strain yourself
As he moved to descend some holding In. Get it right off your cbe.il
ure.
ow
cool toned retort of Calendar* and you'll feel better."
Kirkwood chuckled, in high conceit
teemed to enrage his c°nfeder*te V®"
He yelped aloud with with himself, watching Calendar out
rond reason.
wrath, sprang to his feet, knock g of the corner of Ills eye. but with his
dl
,ver a chair, and, leaping back toward attention centered on the Infinitely
an adrott verting spectacle afforded by Stryker
be foot of the steps.
treiu
land behind blm and found his re- whose predaceous hands were

£"\cp

Aa^ed

°»Ι·νβ

stood enough from your*he
icreamod. his voice oddly clear In that
noment of insanity. "You'v. played
,rtth m· as long ae you will, you hull·
ng American hog! And now I m go-

ng to show"—
As he held his Are to permit his deiunctatlon to bite home Klrkwood. ap
called to find himself standing on the
hreshold of a tragedy, gathered hlnl·
self together and launched through the

ilr, straight for the madman s aboul*
1

Aj they went down together «prawl·
ng Mulready's head struck against ®
ransom, and the revolver feU from his

Imp finger·.

..

—

he suggested pleasantly. "Forgive me
^
for keeping you waiting."
For his on'n part as the adventurer
dropped passively into his chair Kir1'
wood stepped over Mulready and advanced to the middle of the cabin, at
the same time thrusting Calendar's revolver Into his own coat porket. The
other. Mulready's. he nursed significantly with both hands, while he stood
temporarily quiet, surveying the fleshy
face of the prime factor in the Intrigue.
A quaint, grim smile played about
the American's lips, a smile a little
contemptuous, more than η little Inscrutable. In Its light Calendar grew
restive and lost something of his asIlls feet shifted uneasily besurance.
neath the table, and his dark eyes wavered. evading Kirk wood's At length
he seemed to find the suspense unendurable.
want of me?"
"I was Just wondering at yon, Calendar
In the last few days you've

articulated with some difficulty,
slurring his words to the point of In-

ιο

unmindful.
"Won't you sit down, Mr. Calendar,

"Well." he demanded testily, "what

He

go

Submissively the captain retired to
Kirkwood turned
the Indicated spot.
to Calendar, of whose attitude, however, he had not been for an Instant

d'you

"But 'as either of you a plan?" persisted Stryker.
"I have." replied Mulready, "and it's
the simplest and best. If you could
only make this long jost parent here
see It."
"Wot Is itr
Mulready seemed to Ignore Calendar
and address himself to the captain.

reauy.

whether your hip pockets are empty.
I've heard It's the habit of you gentry
to pack guns in your clothes. None?
That's nil right, then. Now roost on
the transom over there in the corner,
Stryker, and άοη'1 move· 1)0,11
me hear η word from you.
Understand?"

bllng violently as one by one the?
brought to light the articles of which
he had despoiled his erstwhile victim.
"Come, come, Stryker! Surely yon
Sutel.v
can think of something witty.

vou haven't exhausted the possibilities
Couldn't you
of that almanac Joke!
ring another variation on the lunatic
wheeze? Don't hesitate out of consideration for me, captain. I'm Joke proof
Perhaps you've noticed."
Stryker turned upon him an expression at once ludicrous, piteous and
hateful. "That's all. sir." he snarled,
displaying his empty palms in token

of his absolute tractablllty.
"Good enough. Now right about face
Your bark's prettier than
—quick!
1
£<rar face, and, besides, 1 want to knçw

cause to

wonder,

as

The adventurer plucked up spirit,
luded by Kirkwood'* pacific tone.
"I
wonder at you. Mr. Kirkwood." he retorted. "It was good of yon to save
my life, and""I'm not so sure of that!
Perhaps
it had been more humane"—
Calendar owned the touch with a
"But I'm hanged if I
wry grimace.
understand this high handed attitude
of yours!" he concludod heatedly
"Don't you?" Kirkwood's humor Im·♦ame less apparent, the smile sobering.
"You will," he told the man. adding
abruptly. "Calendar, where'* your

de-

daughter?"

The restless eyes sought

panlonway
"Dorothv."; the

ously,

without

the com-

lied spontane"is with
Why? Did you

man
a

tremor,

friends In Kngland.
want to see her?"
"1 rather expected to."
"Well. I thought It best io leave her
home, after all."
"I'm glad to hear she's In safe
hands." commented Kirkwood.
The adventurer's <rlnn<e analyzed h s
face.
"Ah." he said slowly. "1 *ee
You folio wed me on Dorothys account. Mr Kfrkwood?"

"Partlv—partly

on
l.er
my own
When you
you fairly
forced vourself upon me. back ι hero
in Loudon, you offered me some sort
When I reieeted It
of employment.
vou used me to your advanta ■··
furtherance of your purposes. whl-U
I confess I don't understand, and made
me miss my steamer.
Naturally when
me

put It

to

fort.ij

I found myself penniless and friendless In a strange country I thoUP1
again of your offer and tr.ed to tind
you to accept it.'
"Despite the fact that you re au honThe fat 111
est man, Kirkwood?"
twitched with premature enjoyment.
"I'm a desperate man tonight, what"
1 he
ever I may have been yesterday

young man s tone was ι» iu earnest
and convincing. "I think I've shown
that by my pertinacity in hunt tug you
down."
"Well—yes." Calendar's thick fingers caressed his lips, trying to hide
the dawning smile.
"Is that offer still open?"
Ills nonchalance completely restored

by the frankness of the proposition,
Calendar laugbed openly and with a
trace of Irony. The episode seemed to
Ik? turning out better than he hail anticipated. Gently his mottled fat lingers played about his mouth and chins
as he looked Kirkwood up and down.
"I'm sorry." he replied, "that It Isn't

You're too late, Klrkwood.
-now.
I've made other arrangements."
Kirkwood's eyes nar"Too bad."
"You force me to harsher
rowed.
measures. Calendar."
Genuinely diverted, the adventurer
laughed a second time, tipping back In
his chair, his huge frame shaking with
ponderous enjoyment. "Don't do any-

thing you'd be sorry for," he parroted,
sarcastical, the young man's recent admonition to the captain.
"No fear, Calendar. I'm Just going
to use my advantage, which you
wouldn't dispute"—the pistol described
an
eloquent circle, gleaming In (he
lamplight—"to levy on you a little legitimate blackmail. Dou't be alarmed.
I shan't hit you any harder than I
have to."

[to

re

,j

continued.J

Why We Laugh.

seems to be a specialized
form of either the scream of a startled or Injured animal or the cry of
triumph common to many beasts of
In children the cry of terror
prey.
and the shout of laughter often shade
into each other, and tho young child
escaping from pursuit will scream with
laughter or fear, according to bis
Some unexpected
chances of escape.
event that causes slight alarm short
of actual terror Is the com-nonest cause
of children's langhter, but In adults

Laughter

sudden event that gives a sensation of triumph over others has much
more Influence.
Really clever Jokes
seldom cause laughter, and It has been
pointed out that a man chasing hit

some

bat

will

produce laughter

far

more

hearty In character than the best efforts of the cleverest wit The sight
of III fortune in another causes by
contrast a feeling of triumph in ourselves. The ticklish parts of the body
are for the most part the sites of important blood vessels, and the laughter
produced in children by tickling it
even more closely allied to the cry of
pain.
The Cuckoo.
Where does the cuckoo lay Its eggs?
What Is Its staple diet? What course
does It take In Its autumn migration
when it returns to Its African haunts?
These are questions that await satisfactory answers. Until It was found
that the cuckoo laid Its egg on the
ground and subsequently carried It In

its bill to a neighboring nest It waa
supposed that the bird fed largely on
the eggs of smaller birds. This fallacy

has been disproved.
Probably In tb·
whole range of British birds there la
no other that can boast such curious
domestic traits as the cuckoo. It make·
no nest, does not attend to Incubation
duties and rears no young and apparently never sees the bird that is batched from the egg that It surreptitiously
placet in the nest of tome tmaller bird.

—London Glob·.

Bethel.
West Paris.
The fArmera' institute held here Wed·
Sunday evening a fall home listened
©sford Democrat,
S.
Deaday, Dec. 16, wm addressed briefly I ;o Evangelist Adaroa at the M.
iharch.
Evangelistic services closed
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
THE DOINUS OF THE WEEK IN ALL I by A. W. Oilman of Augusta, State Com·
misaioner of Agriculture, who spoke on 1 donday evening when eight were reoelvSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
state mattera of interest to the farmers; < id into the church on probation, having
Prof. J. W. Sanborn of Gilmanton, ι «oeived the rite of baptism, and one
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, DEC. 21, 1909.
Ν. H., spoke on the topio, "How to vas taken into full membership.
Peri» Hill.
Tuesday and Monday night the fall of
Raise the Crops to Feed Stock," and
Rev. ®- w- T- Hill. Dae-1 Prof. Roudebusb of Ohio answered the
Church.
inow made good sleighing and large
Α Γ WOOD A
I
η
a.
FORBES, ?
at 10:4ft
* inantities of dry wood are being delivI?"?11* ev®ry Sunday evenln*
Mnrlce question, "How is it that people on the
Editor· and Proprietor·.
M8ab-Sfth
ired.
rS?v«Vm~
Thursday evening at I Pacific coast can raise apples and send
^
Meeting
·«»
the '**' Friday before them
U KO ROC M. ATWOOD.
Α. Ε. Γοββι*.
Thursday night the Free Masons' In3000 miles, paying 11.20
per
W*
«?.Τη3ΜΙ
AU I
th^'ut
of
tbe month at 2 30 p. m.
S"°/Uy
Î?'
î™
and steal the markets italiation and supper took place. The
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited. I bushel freight,
from the New England apple growers?1' I adies of the Universalist society served
Tkrvs
#1.50 a year If paid strictly In advance.
;he sapper.
Mrs. J. C. Cummings is spending The meeting was well attended.
Otherwise ·3.00 a year. Single copies 4 cents.
Friday evening, the Harris and Cook
ADVRRTlSBMKirrfl:
All legal advertisement· Christmas week with friends in Otisfield.
"An Engaging Position," a comedy in
1
for
are
three
Insertions
connective
tl-*>
I
showed moving pictures. À large
the
four
3o.
Miss Mary Pierce entertained
piven
two acta, will be presented under
per Inch In length of column. Special contracts
Co.
whist last Tuesday evening.
auspices of the Oood Will Society in ludience was in attendance. This
made with local, transient anil yearly advertis- tables at
Mr. and Mrs. Olban A. Maxim are to I Good Will Hall Dec. 29, with the fol- lave been here before and give all they
ers.
Job PBiirrmo —Sew type, fast ρ reuses, electric close their home here the last of this lowing cast of characters:
promise. They were here under the
power, experience·! workmen and low price· week and go to Newtonville, Mass., to Theodore De Wink·», a young man with a fortune, luspices of the M. E. Aid.
combine to make this department of oar basl
Warren Cookson.
said to be shy.
The Bethel Basket Ball team are makspend a part of the winter with their Jamesbut
Been complete *ml popular.
Moncaetle, an artist of reputation,
a record.
They played at
son. Prof. Maynard Maxim.
Merton Hammond. ing quite
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Mrs. C. C. Alien of Lincoln Centre Thomas Bulmer Todd, with a name If no occuAbner Mann.
visited at H. P. Hammond's a few days I
pation,
Imogene Tremwell, third cousin to DeWlnks,
cents
four
last week.
Single Copies of the Democrat are
Elinor Tuell.
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
The Christmas tree at the Baptist Annette Golde, an heiress, who believes In
the publishers or for the convenience of i>atron·
Eva Swift.
I
woman's
will
be
rights,
Saturday evening. Every
jingle copie· of each Issue have been placed on church
of law school,
a
sale at the following places in the County :
one is invited to bring their presents Marcla Ladner, graduate
Elizabeth Irish.
ShurtleflT's Drus Store.
South Paris,
and have them placed upon tbe tree.
At the monthly business meeting of
Noyé·* Drug Store.
Norway,
There will be speaking and singing by
Stone's Drug Store.
the children and some of the older chil- the senior Y. P. C. U. it was voted to
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Kuckfleld.
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Office.
dren will have a part. The exercises play a drama about the middle of Jan~
Pari· 11111,
Samuel T. White.
Weet Paris,
will commence promptly at half past uary, and have a supper. Three new
admitted to the Union.
seven, after which will be the distribu- members were
Cook & Harris' Moving Picture Co.
tion from the tree. All come and have
Coming Events.
The com- will be at New Grange Hall Tuesday
a merry Christmas with us.
The exhibition is
mittee would like the presents brought evening, Dec. 21.
Jan. 4.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Norway.
Jan. 4, 5,6.—Exhibition of Western Maine Poul- in as early as possible Saturday after- under the auspices of the grange, and it
Parle.
try Association, South
is hoped the public will give it good
noon.
Mrs. Lunt will close her home here patronage, as the Grangers are miking a
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
and go Tuesday to Chicago to spend the I strong effort to pay for tboir handsome
I new building, which is a great addition
l h ris t mas season with her daughter.
What to Give.
Mrs. Ingrahar· and Mrs. Davies and to our village.
Start the New Year.
Start the New Year BightMr. and Mrs. Bert Day, Mr. and Mrs.
daughter went Saturday to Brookline,
Bay Window Lenses
Alvin Swift, D. P. Curtis and J. P. CurMass for the holidays.
Useful Gifts for Christmas.
Win. A. Barrows is visiting relatives tis went to West Sumner Monday to atNotice.
Non-resident Tuxes In Paris.
in Cambridge, Mass., taking with him tend the funeral of their relative, MelNon-resident Taxes in Mexico.
A delegation from West
ville Dunham
his grandson.
Non-resident Taxes In Milton Plantation.
Paria Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., of which the
Testimonial from Eminent Oculists.
DISTKICT.
PARTRIDGE
Parker's Hair Italsam.
deceased was a member, attended, and
Christmas Presents.
Misses Altha and Hattie Mason
also Rev. D. R. Ford, who waa the offiMrs.
to
visit
their
to
Bethel
sister,
gone
John's Christmas Thoughts.
I ciating clergyman. Bates left
A. G. Cushman.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
Tuesday
It is approaching two thousaud years
School closed the 10 h fifter a twelve for New Haven, Conn., where they will
since the angels sang "Peace on earth, weeks' term. Those not absent were
with
their
the
Christmas
holidays
spend
Hattie B. Mason and Gordon Field.
good will to men." The peace hasn't
son and his family.
no
will
is
the
there,
bat
good
come,
William Mason, in sawing a hollow
Miss Ethel Campbell of South Paris
doubt, if the world would believe it, log in two, found a mouse nest with four has been
visiting her cousin, Mrs. J. H.
and when believed in all its fulness the mice in it, and about two quarts of seeds I
Cole.
that passthe
would
follow,
peace
in
a
I There was a social dance at Dunham's
peace
and buds; evidently they had got
eth understanding.
Hall Friday evening. Local music.
supply for winter.
Nations arming for possible fight are
Mra. Abbie Wasbburn has returned to
FORBES DISTRICT.
The
not encouraging signs of peace.
her home at Mrs. Elvesa Dennen's after
armored
more
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Perham visited
nation that is the
heavily
an absence of several months.
and the belter fitted for war has the Mrs. Perbam's mother, Mrs. Mary Howe,
Moving has seemed to be the order of
the
to
break
w
to
have
peace
f»
last
and
a
week,
gone
days
greater temptation
the week. J. E. Brock has moved into
and become embroiled with a weaker I Massachusetts to spend the winter.
one of L. C. Bates' houses on Pioneer
nation. Our own nation has not always !
H
Ellingwood has moved to
Street; Carl Dunham has moved into the
been particular m that regard. Our j Hebron.
rent vacated by Mr. Brock in Dunham's
Mrs. Hannah Dean is very sick.
Uncle Sam delights in considering him(λ L. Ridlon has moved into
John Hammond has moved on to the building;
self a world power. In Rome ways he is
the up-«tair« rent in the post office block,
weaker, with all his eng'.nery of war. farm be bought of ,loe Ellingwood.
and Otis Curtis will occupy the rent
Should he place some of his outlying
vacated by Mr. Ridlon in Julia Curtis'
Pond.
Bryant's
on a ten cent counter, and
possessions
house.
Several cutters are still at work in the
dispose of them in that way, it would
Miss Nellie Marshall has gone to Beladd to his strength. At least we think quarry. The present job will be finishfast
to take the position of superintendif
to
far
defend,
too
are
0(1
the
of
first
so.
away
by
They
ι
January.
General
ent of the Waldo County
The Grange fair this week was well
they ever are to be defended before uniHospital.
I patronized aud was a good success fiuauversal peace sets in.
Remember the union Christmas tree
By the way, we have been thinking of I cially. The members have worked very at the
Baptist church Friday evening,
late what is to be the destiny of all who hard Tor its success. It closed Thursdav
Dec. 24th. There will be exercises by
have lived and died since time began, evening with a ball. A fine chichen pie
the children, followed by distribution
and all who will live and die till time supper was served in the lower hall.
of gifts. Everybody invited.
The
stagmore.
carthought
no
has
finished
bh
shall be
Floyd Morgan
The many friends of Mrs. C. E. Chase,
doubt
a
reasonable
now
us.
for
the
season
and
is
Beyond
gers
; penter job
who has been ill from abscess of the ear
will
be
where
but
live
will
again,
^
^
they
Billings hauling pulp for several weeks, will be glad to know
^
their dwelling place? There will be room
she is improving.
'n8fa"ed the officers of
enongh for all, wherever it is, in a space I JL
Mrs. Clarence G. Morton, who subthat has no end. Light travels with exlodge Thursday evening. mitted to a surgical operation at lier
ceeding velocity, but we are told that it J The dramatic club have under con- home last
Friday, is doing well. Dr.
takes a ray of light three years to reach sidéral ion the "Old Homestead", and
Oakes and Dr. Scanner of Lewiston, as>the earth from the nearest fixed star. rehearsals will commence at once.
siated by Dr. Rosemau, of this village,
We do not understand how thev fouud
$· Jewell iuten<,8 to give an old
performed the operation. Miss Studley
»
home
the
ami
be
a
If
it
a«semout.
in
connection
with
his
that
folks ball
fact,
of Lewiston is nurse.
of the soul is up yonder, it does not blies oq New Year's night.
News has been received here of the
lack for room.
Christmas will be observed this year
death of Charles Adelbert Ellingwood
Do you ever take the time, or is it ol ; at tho Baptist church where appropriate
Mr.
at his home in Arlington, Mass.
no importance to try and solve some ol services will be held and all are invited
j
Ellingwood was the son of Samuel and
the Scriptural problems, and to ascer to briog their presents to the tree.
of this place. He
There is about a foot of snow in the Angelia Ellingwood
tain, if you can, whether thev are literal
I leaves a wife and children, also three
or figurative, having put a fact in a cer- woods and lumbermen are doing a good
brothers and two sisters. His brother,
tain form, already accomplished or to b<' business where there are no swamps to j
Vernon E. Ellingwood, left Friday to ataccomplished? Try this one: "When cross.
tend the funeral.
the Son of Man shall ascend the throne
There was
appropriate Christmas
of his glory, aud all his holy angels with
North Buckfield.
music and exercises at the Universalist
him
before
be
shall
gathered
him, then
A very instructive and interesting church Sunday morning.
all nations" etc. If he has not vet as
Mrs. Ε. E. Tuell and two of her chilfarmers' institute was held at (irange
ceuded, what has become of him? Is he
Hall, North Buckfield, Monday, Dec 13. dren, Ivan and Maud, are visiting relaa fugitive prince, a king without a kingΗ·>η. A. W. Gilraan, Commissioner of tives in West Sumner.
dom—an empty throne for almost two
The Lucky Leaf Club called on Miss
Agriculture, called the meeting to order
thousand years?
After a few well chosen re- Jennie Brown last Saturday evening to
at 10 A. U.
'Tis a figurative facr that the division
marks he introduced Prof. J. M. San- express regret at her approaching dein of the put ant] not of the future, ami
born of Gilmant'>n, Ν H., an expert parture from the state, and presented
that it took place at the begiuning and
farmer, who told us in a very pleasing her with a solid silver soup ladle.
not at the end of I·is re:go, for he aha!!
munner how he had by hard labor and
undei
all
enemies
he
has
till
reign
put
West Sumner.
r
„„.i
i,„
his fe«t, and when all tilings arc subjec!
The Ladies' Aid of the Universalist
of 1>is farm tuaoy fold.
unto him, then he will deliver his king products
Mr. Lowell Roudebush of Ohio give a LUU1VU Π IJ OCIID II UlliUCI u IUU
J
dom intact and entire into the hand of
All aro invited.
v»rv pleising talk on poultry culture, Wednesday, the 22d.
the Father, when "God shall be all ami
Christmas tree and concert in the
and by his pure wit and amusing m inner
in all."
the audience in good humor.
Baptist church Friday evening.
It is a matter of history that one na- kept
Η. 'Γ. Atwood of Norwood, Mass., who
Next in order came a very satisfactory
tion, the Jewish, went to the left, that feature of the
day as the entire company haa been visiting bis son, Dr. H. F. Atthe door of the Gospel kingdom has
of about 150 retired to the dining hall, wood, submitted to a surgical operation
been shut against it through all the
and were served to a bountiful grange last week. Tho operation was performof
the
nation*
the
since
gathering
years
dinner.
ed|by Dre. Webber, Caldwell and Atwood.
not been
has
if
there
a
and
figure),
(in
The next feature was an ab'e address He is reported as doing well. He is
weepiug and wailing and gnashing ol by Prof. Sanborn, telling us all about cared for by a trained nurse, Miss Persie
teeth, the>e have been ample reasons foi how
t" feed the bountiful crop tint he M. Stone.
the same, even in our day.
Melzar W. Dunham, who has been
had told us how to raise to beet adindividual
that
the
admitted
is
be
It
to
failing in mind and body for
gradually
vantage.
are
on
the
of
the
nations
members
right
Mr. Κ >udebu*!i wa^ again called and some time, died the lltb, aged about 74
not tumbliug over themselves to get in
us a ta'k on orcharding.
years. Mr. Dunham is survived by a
to the kingd'itn prepared for them from gave
Mr. Oilman then closed the institute, widow and two stepdaughters, Mrs.
the foundation of the world, but there is
which was pronounced by one aud all a Maud Day of West Paris and Mrs. Angie
the "open door," just the same, bat not
very enjoyable and instructive meeMng Bobbins of this place, and an adopted
for the "goats" at present.
Mountain Grange's tine orchestra, of son, Alvin Swift, of West Paris. Funeral
Should you attempt to prove that the
which we feel very proud, furnished services were held at the late home of
division of the sheep from the goat na
the deoeased Monday, Rev. D. R. Ford
music for the day.
tions will be at the end of Elis reign, and
Mountain Grange held its regular of West Paris officiating. The I. O. O.
is to be in the world to come, you will
F. held a brief service. The remains
in eting Dec 4tb, and elected its officers
stiike a snag that will be hard to rewere takeu to Woodstock for interment
for the ensuing year. They arn;
John.
move.
beside his first wife.
M.-Jsm» MI'k'tt.
G. W. Fernald of Bethel, cattle inO.—Waslilugton llcal<l.
Harlan Page Sanborn.
9—WlntleM Cutting.
spector, was in town again last week
A. S.—Harold Stevens.
Ilarlan Page Sanborn, manager and
and inspected several herds. He found
Lee.—Kate Bu''k.
assistant cashier of the Beac >n Trust
them all in good condition.
Sec.—Hattle Milieu.
Trea» —Fred Heal·!.
Company's Faneuil Hall Branch, 3 South
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Chandler expect
L. A. 9.—Eola .Swallow.
Market Street, Boston, died on Thursto leave for Bangor Monday, sent there
Ceres—Florence Ileal·!.
day, Dec. 9, at his home, 271 Washingas delegates to represent £ast Sumner
Pomona—Florence Warren.
ton Avenue, Chelsea, Mass., aged aboul
Flora—Cora Keene.
Grange.
U. K.—Charles Prince.
61 vears. Mr. Sanborn was a native ol
It was Miss Persia Stone that was the
to
Massachusetts
went
but
James Millett and wife will attend
Oxford,
guest of her sister, Mrs. H. F. Atwood,
when he was 20 years of age. Thirty- State Grange at Bangor.
instead of Miss Elizabeth Atwood, as rethree years ago he began as clerk in the
Washington ΕΙ.-ald and Merle Sturte- ported last week.
to West Sumner Sunday,
Faneuil Hall National B.«nk, and rose vant went
B. L. Day and wife, Alvin Swift and
from that position to that of assistant where they listened to an able dis- wife and David Curtis of West
Paris, and
cashier. He filled this latter position course by Rev. Chester Gore Miller of D. H. Curtis of North Paris were hero
for many years, and, when the bank wai Woodfords on his recent trip to Calitho
called
hero
funerto
attend
Monday,
absorbed by the Beacon Trust Company fornia.
al of M. W. Dunham.
and continued as a branch of the com
Mrs. Georgie and Mrs. Rozetta WarRev. C. G. Miller came here from Portpany, he was chosen manager of the ren are spending a few days at II tel land Saturday and held services in the
branch. He was a member of the Stai Atwood, Lewisron, the guests of the Universalist church both
morning and
of Bethlehem Lodge, Naphtali Council proprietor, Frank Turner, and wife.
evening. lie gave a very interesting deof Royal and Select Mason·, Royal Arcb
Married, in Bucktield, Dec. 8tb, by scription of his travels in the Great
Chapter of the Sbekinah, and Palestine Rev. F. M. Lamb, Mr. Harry C. Allen West. He left for Paris Hill Monday
Comraandery, Knights Templars—all and Miss Julia Grace Austin
and returned to Portland the same day.
Masonic bodies of Chelsea. He was alsc
Mr. Miller is not at present settled over
member of Crescent Council. Royal
a
I. D. Fuller is soon to move into B. any church.
and
of
Chelsea
Lodge, Knights
Arctnum,
Clinton Buck and wife of Sumner were
S Record's rent.
of Honor. He was for many years a
C. B. Keene and son have Onished calling on friends here Monday.
member of the Bostou Bank Officers1
Wash Heald and Merle Sturtevaut of
apples for the present.
was
Association, and
long connected packing
Herbert Spaulding has returned from Buckfield were in town Sunday.
with the Central Congregational Church
h'S visit to Ex-Gov Long.
Lynn Farrar shot a deer last week, the
of Chelsea. He is survived by his wife
J. M. Millett has taken a job to haul first he has been able to get this year.
and by a daughter, Mrs. Arthur H.
Mrs. Phila Bosworth of East Sumner
wood from Nellie
Damon's farm to
Decker of Madison, N. J. The funeral Bucktield. He ha* hired Ν. E.
Bessey is visiting Mrs. G. H. Barrows.
took place on the afternoon of the SaturArthur
Alline and Maurice Farrar left
to help him and Elmer Roberts is drivday following Mr. Sanborn's death. ing Mr.
for Bemis to work for the winteam.
Tueeday
Bessey's
Woodlawn
was
in
Interment
Cemetery,
Emerson Tucker has moved from his ter.
Everett, Mass.
farm to hie stand in this place for the
Albany.
Mitj (jcncral Leonard Wood'· meteoric career winter.
In the array Is a con-t int refutation of the decAutomobiles were seen on our streets
The members of Round Mountain
larailou thai a man of ability »tanils little chance
Dec.
12.
Grange dedicated their new hall Friday,
of promotion under ibe present system.—Kennebec Journal.
Dec. 17th. State Master C. S. Stetson,
be
will
recalled
R.
It
State
to
T.
East Sumner.
Thanks
Secretary Ε H. Libby and Brother
that one of the most criticised acts of
The quarterly meeting of the Oxford A1 Morse of Paris Grange were the
was
his
of the day. An all day meetadministration
Roosevelt's
Baptist Association was held at tho Bap- speakers
"jumping" of Gen. Wood over the heads tist church last week. We were unable ing with free dinner was held and a
dance and oyster supper in the evening.
of a lot of other army officers, contrary to attend but hear that the
meeting was
The Grangers are to hold a fair Tuesto the prevailing system, and against dequite interesting and fairly well attendThere will be four
termined opposition by those affected.
ed considering the wretched traveling. day, Deo. 21st.
Meals were served in the church vestry tables and a fish pond. An oyster supand
Theatre-goers in the larger Maine and the social hour was
will
dance
probably much p*rThe rollers werebe held that evening.
towns are to be given the opportunity
used for the first
within a few days to see a play which is enjoyed.
t;me Deo. 15th.
Everything in the city stores is now
pronounced by writers on the subject of called
"Christmas goo^s" from mohair
"The Indt cent Stage" to be one of the to
mousetraps. So one can buy a bushIda
Wednesday
MoNally, young
vilest which Broadway has seen. The
scythe or a firs'-class warranted stoveof
McNally, met with a
play ran seven months at a Broadway poker for the family, and a new wallet daughterthatHenry
came
near
mishap
being a very
theatre, and it is a notable fact that the
for the miuieter at the usual reduced serious one.
While sliding down a
advertising of »» quotes a New York pa- (?) rates.
steep hill she failed to manage the sled
per as saying that ten womeu to one
A good Christmas present for any aright, and thereby came in contact with
man saw it during its run.
a
is
for
the
a fence.
year's subscription
She was struck just above the
family
local paper. It is a weekly reminder of eye with the end of a board. If it had
And now apeareth again the agitation the giver.
been a trifle lower she would have lost
for having the inauguration of president
Christmas will be observed at the an eye, but as it was she escaped with a
on the last Thursday of April instead of Congregational church and both churches cut of an inch
and a half in the forehead
the fourth of March. And the next unite in the observance. How different
Sunday evening, Dec. 19th, and again
on
March
be
will
inaugurated
from a century or so ago, when wo were on the
president
evening of the 20tb, Rev. W. B.
4th. 1913, with the accompaniment of a good little boy and the eon of a deacon.
Hague will give at the church a lecture
the usual storm, and subsequent deaths A few raisins and a stick of striped on the
Bible, illustrated by stereopticon
from pneumonia.
candy found in the stocking in the morn- views. He gave one last Sunday eventears
of
and
joy,
perhaps ing on temperance and the prodigal son,
The latest development In connection ing, brought
a stick of birch which was
very interesting.
with Or. Cook'· case seems to simmer before the day closed
to
for—misdecansed
us
Great time for getting up the year's
again
weep
down to the simple fact that Loose say·
I wood, eto.
that Captain Oaboo lies when be says meanors. We always somehow prefer!·
lick rather than any other
Mrs. P. P. Dresser, who has been quite
that Loom said he lied when he said 'he candy to
licking. Such is the way of life. Joy tick, is recovering slowly.
that Dr. Cook lied.
and sorrow intermingle like the victims
Bennie Inman, Who is in the hospital
Kdgar N. Carver of Augusta has been of a warm devoted courtship. "Weep- 'or appeodicitis, is in a critical condi
nominated by Governor Fernald for an- ing may endure for a night but joy ;ion, owing to a weak heart after the
( >peration.
other term as auditor of state printing. cometh in the morning."
SMULE COPIES.
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Joseph

Sorham with the team there and came
iff viotors by 42 to 24. They beat the

Berlins by

gregational

sonoert and
%

,1,

j

£ίΓ;

j

1

»

large

score

the week before.

church

had

Friday evening

Christmas

a

there will be

supper and tree at the chapel.

ETitday.

Allen school and Herschel Libby will

Miss Minnie Hardison of Prospect Ion teach there. Miss Olive Johnson has respent Christmas at the Maple and Pine signed the intermediate school and Miss
Farm with the relatives.
Agnes Bearce of Hebron will finish the
Dr. Packard is in St. Cloud, Florida,
year there. Thomas DeCoster has reand thinks of building there and settling signed the Prince school and accepted a
with his family next winter.
school in Milton. Miss Flora Whitman
Who are the ones this Christmas to will take his
place. Miss Inez Swan has
the
help
needy?
resigned the E. Buckfield school and will
Jesus, Master, come and help as
teach the winter term in Minot. Miss
As we journey (lay by day ;
Cleora DeCoster will take that school.
Help us follow In thy footsteps,
Miss Mary Morse of Bates College is
Follow thee—the life, tho way.
teaching at the Whiting school In HartWhile on earth a true example,
ford.
None like thine was ever known;
If on earth to-day we know
Misses Dora and Flossie Williams have
Thou wouldst cheer the sad and lone.
gone to Connecticut to ef>end the winter.
0, my comrade, friend and brother,
Mary Atkinson is teaching the Union
Life is short and time Is fleeting;
school in Hartford and Miss Irene Dodge
Soon the harvest time will come,
of Canton at Tyler Corners.
And what then will be the greeting?
The winter terms in Buokfield, except
Ah, the reaping time Is near,
North
Buckâeld, will commence Jan. 3,
And God's angel soon will come ;
Then who'll stand among the faithful
1910. During this term each scholar
With one soul that's gathered home?
will be examined for eye and ear trouble
and those needing attention will be reWest Bethel.
ported.
"Now for frolic, fun and folly,
Miss Helen Shaw returned home FriAnd away with melancholy,
While we dance beneath the holly,
day from Bridgewater, Mass., where she
Never missing, as we to,
has been attending school.
Poutine lips of pretty Pollv,
Posing 'neath the mistletoe."

North Paria.
The Willing Workers took in over fifty
dollars at their fair and eale, which is
thought to be a great success for the

"Ob! Holy branch and mistletoe,
And Christmas chimes where'er we go,
And stockings pinned up In a row!
These are thy gifts, December."

place.

"Now Merry Christmas comes again,
And Santa Claus doth fret tho soul,
He gives you diamond scarfplns when
Tou'd rather have a ton of coal."

Winter begins next Wednesday.
Our highways are now in fine condition for sleighing.
William Francis of Biddeford visited
friends in this village last week.
Mrs E. J. Bell and Almon Tyler are
much improved in health.
Francis D. Mills was obliged to leave
Gould Academy a few days last week on
account of illness.
Frank Kanure is spending the holiday
season with his parents in Everett, Mass.
No better Christmas gift can be selected for an absent friend than a subscription to the Democrat.
The metnoers of Pleasant Valley
Grange had a public oyster supper in
their ball on Tuesday evening.
Private family Christmas trees seem
to be enioved as much if not more than
public entertainments.
Mi» Mildred
Chester Loring and
Stevens bave left the Whltten & Dennison post-card house and gone to their
homes in Massachusetts.
Since the storm of Monday night no
one is heard complaining of a lack of
snow, which is evenly spread over the
earth and well crusted.
Hiram.

I.lewell.vn A. Wadsworth went to Parsonsfield, Cornish and Baldwin on Wednesday.
Mrs.

Peverly of Steep

The

proceeds

go

for the im-

provement of the old church.
Miss Ella Berry visited her sister, Mrs

Falls visited her

relative, Miss Hannah £. Bucknell, this

week.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin R. Wadsworth,
who have been some weeks with their
daughter, Mrs. Arthur Colcord, at Cornish, have returned home.
Some eight inches of snow fell on Monday, the 13th, followed by rain.
Hon. Walter P. Perkins of Cornish
was in town recently to advise the new
Co-operativo Canning Co.
Mr. Le;>n W. Dyer recently shot a
buck deer.
Thurston D. Cotton and Matthew D.
Stanton both shot one buck deer on
Denmark meadows last week.
The passing of Ex-Senator Loring R.
Giles of East Browntteld is a grievous
loss to the public in religious, political
and social lines, and especially in business circles.
It is quite sickly.
One day last week Dr. Chas. E. Wilson
was called to treat E'i C. Wadsworth's
entire family of six persons. They are

C. A. Abbott, last week.
Mr. Trask pressed the
in Bethel last week.

hay

on

his farm

Greenwood.
Here we are with about a foot of enow
on the ground, and would have been
twice as much bad not both storms ended in rain. They mention zero weather
in some places, although seven is the
lowest point reached here as yot.
And now the "deers" can lie down in
safety, as Isaiah the prophet says the
lion and lamb shall some day, although
that time has not yet arrived.
Leslie Whitman came here with his
wife, who is our granddaughter, last
Saturday evening, then drove on to the
City to visit his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
0. G. Whitman. The next day ho returned and took his wife with him to
their new home at Locne's aims, 01
which mention was made last week.
Bufch persona seem well pleased with
their Dew situation.

Tuesday

Hebron.

Bonney

daughter

land are guests at Sturtevant Home.
Mrs. Dalcina Hibbs, Miss Columbia
Bumpus and Miss Grace Bumpus attended the funeral of their relative, Mrs.
Amanda Hood of Auburn, Tuesday.

The Congregational Circle was entertained bv Mrs. A. F. Johnson Dec. 15.
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickneyand Miss Isabel
Stickney spent several days in Conway,
Ν. H., recently. They are to pass the
Dlckvale.
wiDter at the Sherwood in Portland.
Gardiner McAlister is hauling wood
The Woman's Relief Corp* held a sucof nice looking horses which
cessful supper and sale at its ball Dec. with a pair
be has recently purchased. He has also
18.
of timber to handle.
Miss Martin's school is to bave a quite a quantity
Oscar Putnam is hauling toothpick
Christmas tree Dec. 24.
Davis.
The L. R. Giles Co. has its stores birch for Bert
Bert Davis has bought the white birch
heated by steam, which is a great imon the Geo. Smith lot.
provement.
Edgar D. Wing and wife are stopping
with Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Wing, and lookNorth Stoneham.
needs.
Maud McAllister has
moved from ing after their
Roy Lunt and daughter Gladys are
Waterford here to help care for her favisiting Nellie Mclntire.
J. C.

Sawyer.

ther,

Willard Barker from Bridgton visited
his niece, Mrs. Η. B. McEeen, Friday
and Saturday.
Bertha Keniston and children of Lovell
visited her father, Wm. Gammon, Sun-

day.

Freeman McEeen of North Lovell
is working for Dennis Adams cutting
birch.
Charles Lawrence is at work for Zeno
Fontaine cntting pine.
Joe Flanders has finished work for H.
B. McEeen and gone back to Norway.

Denmark.
Fred Sanborn has started hie

saw

mill,

under the mountain.
Leon H. Ingalls, dealer in fun, sold a
large quantity to a Boston firm Tuesday.
The snow rollers were out Wednesday,
the first time this winter.
Mrs. C. K. Belcher, who had her leg
broken six weeks ago, had the plaster
cast removed Friday by Dr. Fitch. She
will be unable to walk for a long time.
Tte sleighing is fine in this section.

t

Start the New Year
with

a

resolution to

pay-all

bills and settle

all

accounts

BY CHECK ON

The

Norway National Bank
of

Norway, Maine.

You will thus be provided with a record of payments which will
be useful if disputes arise. In any event you have an indisputable
receipt for the money paid.
THIS BANK SOLICITS YOUR ACCOUNT
WHETHER IT IS LARGE OR SMALL.
Its officers always welcome an opportunity to talk over banking
matters, and to discuis the advantages offered by this Bank. The
size of the account is not material. We desire your business.
Director· :
VBBS,

HOLT,
Ε. E. ANDREWS,

C. IV. 1
H. D. SMITH,
F. W. 8AHBORH,
L. β.

BILLINGS,
L. G BAT,

WALTER

If. TUBB8, Pre.ide.tc. F. HOLT, v-PM.id.nt.

c.

H. D.

ji South

C. E.

Parla.

Capital,

$60,000.00

4 Surplus,
26,000.00
¥
Undiv. Profits, 26.000.00

SMITH, Cm h 1er.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

NORWAY,

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
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Buy Footwear !

fine line of presents that will be useful and that will be appreciated. We never knew anyone who had more
We

BARGAINS.

HAS

Crockery. better

Goods.

Dry

Dinner Sets,
Tea Sets,
Water Sets,

Napkins,

Towels,
Tray Cloths,
Handkerchiefs,

now.

For Men.

Lamps,

In
we

WOOL AND COTTON BLANKETS
Square,

Maine.

South Paris,

want here.

in all
carry the Gold Seal and Maiden
and Suit Cases. Think it over
can

are

continue

as

prices we will say that
located right here in Norway,
to our

in this

long

as

respect

the

gifts

find here

as

same

for

that

Also

styles.

carefully and

useful and th

arc

nearly twenty-five

yea

methods of doirp
have been, and w:ll

and

our

they always
present manngement, namely,
fair margin of profit, all goo<!s

the store is under the

goods,
one price strictly.

reliable

marked at

a

On this basis

have founded

we

and
built up this business and we believe it to be the best way, and, in
the ο ly way to do a good legitimate business.

Fine Line of

35 Market

have been

business

good,
represented

Sash Rods.

Hassocks.

we

appreciated.

regard

carry

Curtain Poles,

Sweepers,

find what you

can

for ! otl,

if you want shoes of any kind for men, women

fact,

and women, in

children you

will be

Slippers

full line of warm felt lined Boots, Shoes and

a

full line of Trunks, Bags
you will agree with us that you

Stand Covers,

Mats,

Also

a

Couch Covers,

Century, $2.50.

New

00.

Princess Louise, $2.00.

For Rubbers

Rug Fringe,

Rugs,

Evangeline, $3

Sorosis, $4.00 and $3.50.

men

Carpet.
Squars,

For Women.

or

Milk Sets.

Waists.

a

We have the Walk-Over in many styles for $5.00, $4.00 and S3.50.
Fitzu, $4.00 and $3.50. Other kinds for $3.00, $2.50, $2.co and $1.50.

Toilet Sets,
Cups & Saucers,
Initial Tumblers,

Yarns, Wristers,
Sweaters, Skirts,
Petticoats,

to
.ι»

.11
: <ci

Our Store will be open evenings from Dec. 20 to 24 inclusive, an·!
closed all day Christmas. Please remember this and do your shopping
before Saturday, Dec. 25,

be closed that d.r
many of the stores will

as

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

Evening from Dec. 20 to 25

Store open every

than

Berry Sets,

Mittens, Gloves,

Art

surely show you

can

shoes than they needed. The more pairs 011
hand the better it is, and we are positive that
we can suit and fit the most exacting. We
have always carried a good stock but never

EVERY DEPARTMENT

Tolophono 1X8*8.
I·

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
OUR 23D ANNUAL

butchering day again,

was

the other being the first day of November, and great improvements have been
made in the line of work, in common
with nearly every other within our
memory. Not so many years ago the
only way known was to cast the animal,
no matter how large and heavy it might
be, before applying the knife, and often
that was no easy matter. Now a well
directed bullet does that part of the
work and the rest is quickly and easily
accomplished. Then again when it
comes to scalding, pulleys are used, thus
doing away with nearly all the hard lifting. 0, yes, this is an age of great inventions and improvements.
Mrs. Delphon Brooks' father, Mr.
M'lls of Yarmouth, has been up here for
several weekc, working a part of the
time aud doing some hunting. Some
time ago be and John Howe went np
country on a deer hunt, and after ten
davs came home with one apiece.
Delphon Brooke ia about to move with
his family to Yarmouth, where they intend to spend the winter and return
next spring.
Mrs. Cobb, who has been stopping
with Mrs. A. S. Brooks several weaks, is
about to return to her home iu Deering
so as to be with her folks at Christmas.

Miss Grace Bumpus visited friends at
Minot Corner recently.
recovering.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Conant
Mr. Ormond S. Spring went to Kezar
daughter Mildred spent Sunday with
Falls Thursday.
Mrs. Cmant's sister, Mrs. Damon, at
ί Mrs. Eli Clemons is recovering from a Buckfield.
severe illness.
Charles Marshall was in Lewision FriHon. James C. Ayer and eon Leon
day.
were in town Monday.
of Portand
Mrs.
East Brownfield.

Bigger and Better

than Ever Before.

Rev. F. M. Lamb went to New Gloucester Tuesday evening to assist at a
church entertainment.
There was a dance at the hnll Friday
evening nnder the auspices of the high

Maud Russell has charge of the school commenced Dec. 20 with Robie Sturtehere in her home district.
vant teaching in place of Grace Austin
Ned Carter has commenced bis job Allen. Frea Pearson has resigned the

logging.

Useful.

Wednesday.

school. «
Edwin J. Hadley's motion picture·
will be shown at Nezinecot U til Jan. 8
for the benefit of the high school senior
class. Tickets may be had from the
scholars.
I. M. Irish of Whitman, Mass., is visiting relatives here.
Morrill & Cloutier started their new
mill Friday and will begin work in
earnest this week.
The horse on the stable team became
frightened at some children coasting on
High Street and jumped, upsetting tte
pung and slightly injuring Mrs. Pettengill of Portland, who was being taken to
the home of her son.
Supt. Smith announces the following

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

HOLIDAY GIFTS! FOR

Mrs. Emma Jewett was in Lewiaton

changes of teachers in the district under
his charge: The North Buckfield school

MIDDLE INTERVALS.

|

w<nd°'

a

The shops are gay with holiday goods
ind have been well patronized.
Dec. 19 the Sabbath School of the Con-

Buckftold.

Chester Gammon aod Geo. Thorn»·
returned from the Summit last week
with three deer.
Mr. and Mr*. Early from Masaacho·
letta are visiting Mr. and Mr·. Jamea
F"ung, and were at Mr. A. F. Warren1·

Now

Is

On.

Going

special attention to our 1909 stock of Christmas
Goods as being bigger and better than ever before. We
mention but a partial list of the goods we can show you. Every
line is stocked complete.

\A/E CALL

Perfumes.

Books.

Our stock this

is

season

surpassed both in quality
variety. We have selected
best to be obtained

The

un-

the

at

50

Paper

cents.

assortment

and

and Combs.

FOUNTAIN

have the finest

ever

Imported

This year we have an especially fine line of Mirrors and
Brushes in Ebony, Rosewood

Leather Goods
we

and

packages, 25c.

Mirrors, Brushes

at

and linen.

We think

from Hud-

Colgate

Domestic To let Waters, 25c.
to $1.00 per bottle.

$1.10.
Books for boys and girls, 25
Poems, Gift
and 50 cents.
Books, Children's Books in
The latest works

$2.co each.

to

from the

New York, Boston and Portland markets. A big line of

popular copyrights

leading odors

Palmer,
nut,
others. In fancy

and

shown in this

and Celluloid Combs to match.

PENS.

25c. to $2 50 each.

Stationery.

WATERMAN'S IDEAL is acknowledged to be the beet.
A gift always acceptable and
We have the best assortment of these famous pens we have
Bill Books, Vanity Hand Bags,
We have an elegant
Gold mounted, Silver mounted, Pearl barrels useful.
ever shown.
Rolls,
Card Cases, Music
with Gold mounts, also plain with or without clip-caps at- assortment of the Eaton, Crane
Cigar Cases, Medicine Cases, tached.
Every pen guaranted to give satisfaction. $2.60 to & Pike papers in handsome
Traveling Sets, &c. All styles
Xmas boxes. 25c. to $5 each.
and prices.
$8.00 each. Cheaper pens at 50c., $1.00, and $1.60.

vicinity.

Wallets,

Purses,

Large
present

and

small.

for the ladies.

An
25c.

Everything to please the little
big variety to select from.
Humpty Dumpty circus acts

appropriate
to

each.

$5

Apollo Chocolates

Toys, Dolls, Games.A

Work Baskets.

folks.
See

in Xmas baskets and boxes.

the

to

please.

25c.

to

$3

A

gift

6ure

each.

Toilet Cases, Manicure Sets, Knives, Pipes and Cigars, Skates, Post Cards and Albums;
Collar, Cuff, Glove and Necktie Boxes; Photographs, Cameras, Calendars, Booklets,
Xmas Toys, Boxes and Cards.
At no other
while the assortment is largest and freshest.
time during the HOLIDAY SEASON can you make such satisfactory selections as now.
Do not neglect this opportunity to at least come in and look this stock over. Everyone
Select HOLIDAY GIFTS

now

at the Pharmacy of

cordially welcomed

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,
SOUTH

PARIS,

MAINE.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
GIVE HEB THIS FOB GHBISTMAS.

THE

Useful Gifts for Christmas!
Suit Cases,

$1.00

to

Bags, $1.00

$6.50.

to

$8.00.

ROTARY Sleigh Heaters, $1.26 to $2.25.
STANDARD
Sleigh Belle, 50c to $3.00.
Fur Robes, $8.60 to $17.00.
SEWING MACHINE.
The fastest sewer, the easiest running
and the longest wearing machine of all.
8END

FOR OATALOQUCS.

W. J. WHEELER,

CASTORIAF«wut»u4t»i4M.

TliKM TwHinAliifiBwtt

"iourV SOS?·
- -

<χ

White Bobes for the

Baby, $6.00

Come in and get my prices before you

buy.

James N. Favor,
01

Main

St.,

to

sàsjsr""

Norway, Main·.

CAST0RIA Ι*»ή**»Μιι

Ik· KM Yw Kan Ahnp Baacht

g·™»·
*

$6.00.

ïtu 9xlotû

9naocnt,

sleighing and sledding.
The cood skating on the lake
Elegant skating on the river waa «polled by the snow and rnio, bat there ie a ruined by the snow falling upon it.

SOÛTHPARIS.
Winter

begins Wednesday.

Mrs. J. H. Bean entertained the Flinch
Club Friday afternoon.
And still nothing colder than zero ir
the morning, "over the river."
Miss Annie Parris of Paris Hill was a
guest of Miss Eulalia Millett the past
week.
was
on

at Bangor and
telephone busi-

ness.

X. Dayton Bolster Co. have a full line
of initial tumblers, any letter, S1.25 per
dozen.
The Paris Trust Co. has a supply of
money to pay out for the Christmas

new

season.

P. E. Wheeler and Harry M. Wheeler
were at Shagg Pond over Saturday and

Sunday.

Mrs. Rounds has been

spending

days with her daughter,
Rounds, in Portland.

Miss

a

S.

few
L.

Excellent

Miss Rose A. Murphy is visiting her Jackson.
ister, Mrs. Walter E. Penley, at GreenTuesday morning Mrs. Rizpah Whitwood, for a few days.
man, Mrs. Geo. R. Morton, Mies Kather-

M.—Frank P. Towne.
Ο —Clarence W. Buck.
L.—Mr*. Lizzie Howe.
S.—Frank Wool.
A. S —Arthur C. Buck.
Chap.—Mrs. J. N. Tub'os.
Trcas—G. W. Richardson.
.ee<\—J. A. Robert».
Horace Oxnanl.
G. K
Ceres—Mrs. Kmma Towne.
Pomona—Mrs. E. O. Buck.
Flora—Mr*. Marv Oxnard
L. A. 9.-Harr)etta V. Buck.
Directors—Benj. Tucker, Aea
Frost.
Chorister—Inez Freeman.

A. Chapman, who has been ine Morton and Master Henry Morton
,wav for several years, has returned to will start for Pasadena, Calif., which is
'he home of his father, Ε. E. Chapman. the home of Mrs. Whitman's son, Lester
Whitman, to spend the winter. They
L. L. Powers and H. N. Porter returnwill be joined in Boston by Miss Isabel
:
last week from a hunting trip at
C. Morton, who will go on with them
v :'h
Rumford, bringing in one good from there.
buck.
A Little Art Criticism.
to
A. E. Morse was at

Perry

Albany Friday,
participate in the service of dedication
f the

Grange.

hall

new

of Round

Mountain

State Master Stetson of the State
who had been at the dedication
of the grange hall at Albany, was the
guest of A. E. Morse over Friday night.

Grange,

The selectmen on Saturday laid out
the road asked for between Park Street
and Ilill Street east of the river, following the line of the water main as recently laid.
The outcome of the snow, rain and
slush of last week was the beet sleighing on the roads generally that we shall
have this winter—a little icy in places,
but "slick."
In Dorchester, Mass., Thursday, Dec.
twin daughters, Dorothy and May,
Mr. and Mrs. Α. H. H.
were born to
Cotton, and
great-granddaughters to
Hi ram I'ulsifer, Esq.

•j.

After Christmas, the next importaut
event will be the tiret annual show of
the Western Maine Poultry Association,
now only about two weeks in the future,
and needless to say, a good show ia anThe assignment of justices for the
1910 terms of court has been announced.
Judge Whitehouse will be here at the
March term, and Judge Cornish at the
October term. Judge Peabody will preside at the May term at Rumford.
Col. W. A. R. Boothby, a prominent
citizen of Waterville, who died in a hoe
pttal in Boston Wednesday, was the son
of Levi 'Γ. Boothby, for several years a
generation since a resident of this town.
His mother wits Sophia P. Brett of
Paris.
Charlen A. Gray of South Framingham, Mass., formerly of South Paris and

Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Gray were
at Auburn for a few days last week.
Mr. Gray was appointed master in chancery in the equity cases between the
heirs of the late Charles Forster and
Oscar II. Hersey, trustee of the estate,
and has been at Auburn on that matter.

Harry E. Maxim, who had gone te
few days' deer hunting,

Newry for a
went through
taxing

one

Portland

to

ueer

wun

mm.

i«»u

n'etber, the deer hunters from South
Paris have had pretty fair luck thte sea·

and quite a
been brought in.

quantity

;

Chapman-Littlehale.

At high noon on Wednesday, Dec. 15,
1901*, at the home of the bride's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Littlehale of North
Paris, occurred the wedding of Mr.
Ralph Eugene Chapman of Bethel and
J1ISN ma CIIDD

of Rame has

There was a fairly good crowd of
skaters at Sew Hall Tuesday evening
and the music furnished by the full
South Paris Band was excel.ent for
■katinir. There will be skating again
Tuesday evening of this week, and if the
patronage warrants, weekly skates will
probably be continued.

pulpit at the Universalis! church
was occupied at the service Sunday afternoon by Rev. Chester Gore Miller of
The

Next Sunday the service
Woodfords.
will be held at the usual forenoon hour
and Rev. Miss Powell, though etiU -Uthe
hospital, now expects to ba able to occupy the pulpit herself.

at
The directors of Paris Trust Co
their meeting last Monday, 'Otedtopay
dividend of 4 per cent on the stock ol
company. Dec *>th. The company
"
started in business Dec. 1,
about 3 per
sides the dividend
cent remains as undivided profi s.
is considered a very good showing for
the first year's busmen of a new bank.

fhe

declared,

Advertised letters in South Paris post
office Dec. 20, 19W:
Mr». I<U Locke.
Mr*. Sa·He Marston.
Mrs. J. W. roster.
Mrs Max Eastman.
Γ. W. Stewart.
Percy K. HlrUky.
Mis» Mabla Moseley.
B. R. Howard.
J. P. Daniel.
Jim Uum.

liiuifuainuiidio.

*

ceremony was performed by
Kev. L. W. Raymond of the Baptist
church, the single ring service bfinj;
I'he bridal couple were accomused.
panied by Mr. Harrison M. Littlehale
and Miss Iona F Lutleliale. brother and
sisrer of the bride.
The room wis decorated with red
berries, cut dowers, and au arch of everwhich the bridal party
greeu under
stood. The bride was becomingly gownand carried a bouquet
silk
white
in
ed
ox white roses. Thegroom wore the conventional black. The bride's traveling
suit was sage green with hat and gloves
to match.
Only the immediate relatives
of the family were present.
After the ceremony, dinner was served,
and the happy coup e left to take the
afternoon train for Portland amid a
shower of rice from the young people.
After a short weddmg tour in Portland
and Boston they will reside in Bethel,
where Mr. Chapman keeps the home for
his mother.
Mrs. Chapman is a graduate of Gould
Academy in the class of '09. and is highly esteemed by her many friends in
Bethel, and also in Paris, which has always been her home. Mr. Chapman is
one of Bethel's most esteemed young
men and a favorite among his friend".
Bvth relatives and friends join in wishing Mr. and Mrs. Chapman a long aud
happy married life.

Thursday, marriage

t

eno,

!

pan.
"But see here! Where did this thick
grass turf come from, all over the surface of tbe ground in this thick stand of
spruce? Ami this c >ok hasn't any fire
under his pan at all, only some of that
same stout grass. And look at the tents.
There's a pair of snowaboe* leaned up
Who
against the front of each one.
would ever lug suowsiioes into tbe
woods at that t'me of year?
"I don't believe that picture ever happened. It's a worse fake than Dr.
Cook's Mt. McKmley climb. I'll bet
that Red-shirf-gum drop and He-whohas-never-been-there and some other
fellows posed for that out in the back
lot. I hope tbey got their pay, so they
won't be coming out with affidavits, to
add to the sorrow of the nations.
"What's thaï? Well, I guess you won't
carry them off. They're mine. I'm going to put one of them up in the den,
and take the other up to camp, after
I've cut off the calendar. I have no use
for any caleudar there."

Solo,

Reading,
omet solo,
Solo

Daley

Son Κ

Reading

Knight,

progn£

i™

Vtee-'pres 1<SS?ha

r lotte « ties.
Secretary—Sara ^wett.
Trea«urer— Addle GilesEx Committee—urace DudleyFlower Committee—Helen Chapman.
Lookout Committee—Florence Richardson.

The Rev. Arthur W. Spoon·*, D. O.
of Washington, D. C., one of the Chap
o
man evangelists, will conduct a
evangelistic meetings IB South Part
simultaneous with the Chapman
paicrη In
Portland, Jan. oth to
Dr Spooner is an evangelist of experi
enceandhas been intimately assoc at*
with Dr. Chapman for
He was engaged in the Boston mee mg
last winter and achieved remarkab®
suite. Ue comes t.» as highly recom
and Dr
mended both by Dr.
Conrad, the chairman of the Bosto.
committee.

sen^

J»™'*'*

Chapman^

partnership of Motley A Codey
composed of William H. Motl.y and J
Arthur Colley, proprietors of Hotel An
drews, has been dissotved. Mr. Colle
The

the hotel alon
is now conducting
liotel Andrews was ,urcbasedl b? then
in September. 1908, since which tra
they have given excellent
has be-n much appreciated by the tra ,
ing public. Mr. and Mr·. Motley hav
gone to Powoal. where, by advice of
physician, Mr. Motley will take, a v*c
tion of »■« months. He has bee
hotel business for years, but has η
definite pians for the future Mr. to
ley will conduct the hotel withι fe
change·, and a continuation of it· Ρ°Ρι
larlty is to be expected.

Odd

at

Manchester-by-the-Sea,

re-

Jr
Ο
ν.

S
ι

I

*
H. J.

turned this week.
Isaac P. Cobb, after a sickness of
j
several weeks, died at his home on
Thursday, the 9th inst., at the age of 52
ai

iuo

a
Ο
S

iaie

O

«

as,

<as

ι si

ή

Besarlck, a piece of land bounded
as follows : commencing at tho westerly line of land owned by Mt
Zircon Spring Co., Intersecting tho
northerly line of the John Davis

were

Have you seen the Allen Vacuum
Cieaner—the kind that requires only one
person to operate. A ten-year-old child
It's really indispensable in
can run it.
every home. Call at F. H. Noyes Co.
and ask to see it and try one.

ueiu

Christmas Presents
I shall sell

Com.—C. Richardson.
Sen. V. Com.—W. S. Corilwell.
E. R. Kneeland.
J un. V. Com
Q M.-M. Kimball.

I

Aiij.—(V Young.
O. of Day—D. Jordan.
Surg.—C. C. Hussey.
F. (

New Pianos

ao low a price from now until January 10th
that every buyer will think he U getting a ChristI have twelve pianos
mas Present of a Piano.
In stock, Including the Poole, Merrill, Lauter,
Write for catalogues and
Pease and Capen.

ox.

8.—S. Roblneon.
call and examine.
W. M. Russell, who lives on the Heatl
r
dee
two
buck
shot
in
Greenwood,
place
the first of the season near his house.
O.

W· J.

W ilEELER,

man]
doctors and $200.00 worth of medicim
in vain, B. F. Ayscue of Ingleside, Ν
C., at last used Dr. King's New Lif
Pills, and writes they wholly cured him
They cure Constipation, Biliousness
Sick Headache, Stomach, Liver, Kidne Ρ
and Bowel troubles. 25c at F. A. Shun
let! A Co.'s.

and

our

gaining

Sq.,

31 Market

·

Doughnuts

!

The Greenhouse,
SOUTH PARIS,

good

«laughter.

Married.

agents for the
HOUSES, Lewiston, Me.
are

Flowers
A guess

Died.

purchase.

In West Sumner, Dec. U, Melzar W. Dunham
aged about 74 year·.
M lie Huldah Hobbi
In Fryeburg, Dec.

Southt

or

on

Designs
weight of the big

the

prompt attention.

Cane with each

Merry Christmas.

;
=

Testimonial from Eminent Oculists

And

now we are

giving you

a

few

Merry Christmas

Mother Uray's .sweet Powilers for Children,
used bv Mother Gray. a nurse tn Children'!
Home. Sew Ï ork, Hreak op Colds In 34 hours,
cure Peverlshness, Headache, Stomach Troubles
AI
Teething Dlsirders, and Destroy Worms. Ad
all druggists, 35c. Sample mailed FRKB.
51.41
Allen S. Olmsted, Le Hoy, Ν. Y.

drees,

When Tea Pat On Stockings
Of the heavier sort, do your shoes pinch, and
If you sprinkle
your feet «well an·! per»plre?
Allen's Ko(Case In your shoes. It will give yoc
rest an<l comfort, an<l Instant relief from any
Don't ac
Sold Everywhere, 35c.
annoyance.
514
etpt any tubstituie.
Bouirh 01
Take a hint, do your own mixing.
Ba»i. being all poUun, one 15c. box will spre.(
500
kill
will
that
cakei
or make 50 to loo little
It's the unbeatable exterm
m >re rata an I mice.
Im
of
Beware
house.
tn
the
die
loator. Don't

iieifdeTfc5>e

*°d catch penny, ready-for

therefor, Including Interest and chargea, will t

sold without further notice at public auction
New Hall, South Parle, in eald tows, on the flr *
Monday In February, 1910, at nine o'clock ▲. k

85

g

~

I.

*

ι

ι Lucretla,

il
I!

heir· of, store, tenement
and lot, South Parle,
Howe, Henry, heirs of. or owner unknown, powder mill lot,

Curtis,

Dec.

18,190».

S

I

H\

FANCY DISHES,

and also
in

a

line of useful

KITCHEN GOODS

our

basement.

GOOD STORIES

holidays.
daring
§ by the best authors, 49 ota.
FURS
FOWNE'S KID GLOVES
in great variety.
#1.50
11.00,
an
make
present,
acoeptable
£

II j

il
· 23
2

A. H. JACKSON,
Collector of Taxe· of the
Town of Par1

Jewelry.

Maine.

sec cause.

Edwin T. Edgccoinb, late of Porter, de*
ceased; will a 11 1 petition for probate thereof
presented by I.lzzle H. Edgecomb, the executrix
therein named.

ADDISON Ε. IIERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest :
A MtKRT D. PARK, KcelMcr.

Sweaters
form very popular gift articles, having the merit of utility, as well ai
expressing tins good wished of the
You'll iiud only garment» of
donor.
quality here.
Men's sweaters in gray and green
coat style for 12 (X).
Coat sweaters in blue, gray and
white for $.'5 00.
An extra heavy gary sweater made
of Maine wool for $4.00.
Spalding all wool sweaters in grey
and white for $5 00.
Boys' sweaters, $1 00 and $1 50.

•

There1· one thing certain this year,
we've got the beet line of holiday
neckwear that we have ever ehown;
no such collection of beautiful patAll
terns has been shown before.
shapes 2/>c and 50c.

Stetson hat,
hat. A hat
of late style, and a hat that will
They are
continue to look well.
We have
economical hats to own.
these hats in various shapes, 95.00.

Whenever you

you'll

!

j

giving.
gathered
safe to give handkerchiefs, one

hosiery

never

a

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

are

displayed by

A large stock of fancy arm bands
made of fancy silk elastic, trimmed
with ribbon bow and fancy buckles,
in individual boxes, all colors, 25c
and 50c.

©uspeiiutjra
Gloves
practical and ever welcome
You'll find here a
gift. And in choosing suspenders
I for Christmas.
here, you'll have the satisfaction of choice assortment not to be found
knowing you have secured good elsewhere.
quality. Tou'll find here the beet of
Cape and castor, lined and unlined,
every grade and kind.
; 50c to $1.50.
individual
in
Holiday suspenders
Silk lined dress gloves, $1.00 and
gift boxes, 20c and 50c.
SI no.
2ôc.
Boys' suspender», boxed,
Squirrel and lamb lined castor
gloves, $2.50 and |;i 50.
Buck driving gloves and mitten·
make

It's

has too many.
Men's red, blue, white and bordered
handkerchiefs 5c, six for 25c.
White handkerchiefs in cotton and
linen, plain or initial, 10c, 15c and 25c.
Silk handkerchiefs, 25c and 50c.

and

a

see

Rood looking

Bath Robes for Gifts.

for Christmas

ciotnes

the
We recommend fcbie make to all men who want
This make represeote all wool fabrics, skillful tailoring
918.00 and upwards.

up to |3 50.

uk.

beet in clothing.
and correct style.

several

in

see a

They are useful all tbe year.
Λ nice bath robo will be much appreciated.
a necessity
No other ^arment can take their place. They have become almost
and
in a man's wardrobe. Our robes are made from heavy, warm blaDkete,
$5.00 each.
are cut roomy and comfortable.

HandHercnieis

weights

Arm Bands.

Stetson Hats.

Underwear.

This store is the home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes.

15c and 25c.

It's underwear aeaion now.

cent

for

they

Company,

Neckwear.

Collar buttons in many sbapet
for 25c.

grades,

Night Robes.

$1.25.

Men's pajamas in a variety of
terns and fabrics, 91.00 to 92 00.

to 24.

with

an

ONE

PRICE CLOTHIER,

exclusive line of

Leather Goods, and other
novelties.

MISS

Millinery and Fancy Goods,
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
-

with eaob 12.00 sale we give I
A
We only add that all departments are full and that
We weloome all whether yon wish to I
pretty Calendar (or your sitting room.
3400
Most
sincerely yonrs,
look or bny.
co-ci

pair of younr horses, weight
pounds, all sound and smooth
F. I. CUMMINGS,
South Paris.

Pre-

pare for cold weather by buying
Our big stock «olve* the problem.
Men's heavy fleece lined underwear,
50c and fl.00.
Jersey ribbed underwear, 50c.
Camel's hair underwear, double
now.

breasted shirts, 11.00 and |i.50.
Cooper knit gray wool underwear,
11.60.
Mcdlicott underwear, the heaviest
wool underwear made, in gray, #2.50.
Men's unions, $1.00 to $3 00.
Boys' union suits, 50c and $1.00.

*&%
BAY WINDOW LENSES. # &S\S?
TORIc
through my

a.« compared with an ordinary flat len·."
Lentes I· juit like looking out of a bay window
window and It cost* more to detign
a
That eipretve* It. It cost· a bit mure to build bay
out by the ton in large factories—but they
turned
kind
flat
and grind Toric lentei than the
effectiveness—and they will become
are worth much more to you—more In comfort—In optical
need*.
you better, for I design each pair for your particular

Provided with the best facilities,
is Absolutely Accurate.

ί Ills,
SOUTH

PARIS,

WHEELER, MmHOHEIMCAR

M.

For Sale.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

pat-

Handkerchiefs, Aprons,
S.

Closed all day Christmas.

H. B. FOSTER,

READY FOR XMAS

$3.76

NORWAY. ME.

Open evenings Dec. 20

outing flannel

Men's heavy,
robes, cut roomy and comfortable,
50c and 11.00.
Boys' outing robes, 50c each.
Men's white cotton robes, some
plain, some with trimming, 50c, 75c
and $1 00.
Extra Size robes for large men,
warm

a

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE.

ο

each, three

Boys1 black

PERFUMES and TOILET
ARTICLES.

the

ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested by causing a copy of this order to l e
published three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a now-paper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may ap|>ear at a
Probate Court to be held at Paris, on the
third Tuesday of Jan., A. L>. 1910, at 9 of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If

82,025.61

Parle,

of the estates

this store.

Wool hose in several
colors, 25c and 50o.

to All.

$6.00 BLANKETS

84,173.30

244

NOTICES.

readily

other desirable shades, 25c.

suggestions for your Cnristmas Shopping.

Beantiful White Wool

63,476.66
72,015.59

214

230

The Christmas stocks are at the highest
are
point of completeness. The holidays will
Christmas
and
gifts
almost here
suggest themselves if you visit

Sbawknit hose in black, blue, red,

All Cotton and Lace
Starling with the little folks. A line of
Hebron, Maine, Dec. 16,1909.
WAISTS
DOLLS,
This certifies that Samuel Richard
Ask to at a great reduction.
fitted me with glasses abont two month ι both dressed and undressed.
examined b r see the 89c dressed dolls.
NEW MUSLINS
ago, and I had my eyes
A line of
Dr. Holt of the Eye and Ear Infirmar F
for
Aprons 12 1-2 eta.
Fancy
BOOKS
ALONE IN SAW MILL AT MIDNIGHT and several other Doctors there, an<
Look at the
coul·
for
Stories
boys,
the
unmindful of dampness, drafts, storms they all agreed that the glasses
Al^er
including
not be improved.
DAMASK TOWEL
or cold, W. J. Atkins worked as Night
12 1-2 cts. each.
I. W. ELLINGWOOD.
Watchman, at Banner Springs, Tenn. 51 tf
we are selling for 60 eta. each, and Ducks
TOYS
Such exposure gave bim a severe cold
men- for 15 and 25 eta.
r and useful things too numerous to
that settled on bis lungs. At last he Collector's Advertisement of Sale ο
An Elegant line of
here.
tion
had to give up work. He tried many
Owners.
Non-Resident
of
Lands
Dr.
used
be
TABLE LINEN
remedies but all faded till
HANDKERCHIEFS.
Colored and
than ever.
King's New Discovery. "After using
beautiful
More
Sample line of
STATE OF MAINE.
one bottle" he writes, "I went back to
white embroidery as well as the ever
TRAY CLOTHS, TEA
work as well as ever." Severe Colds,
useful plain ones at 3c, 5c, 10c, 13c, 20c,
on lande eltuated in the town ( f
etc.
stubborn Coughs, inflimed throats and Unpaid taxes
r 2Sc, 33c, 35c, 45c, 50c, 75c, $1.00,
the
for
CLOTHS and SCARFS
of
the
In
Oxford,
ye«
County
Parte,
sore
lungs. Hemorrhages, Croup and
1909.
A good line of
and
relief
wboleaale
at
prices.
not
qulok
get
eetate
of
Cough
real
list
of
t&xee
on
Whooping
The following
NECKWEAR and BELTS
the town of Parle, aforeeah >;
Tbe Best Colored
prompt cure from this glorious medi- resident owners Incommitted
for
me
coUectlo
to
Trial bottle free, for the year 1909,
at popular prices.
cine. 50c and $1.00
PETTICOAT /
for sal·! town on the 15th day of Mar, 1909, r I
main unpaid; and notice la hereby given that I
guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
HOLIDAY BOXES, SEALS, in tbe market—The Elite.
We are
eald taxes, with Interest and charges are not pr I
TAGS, ETC.
vlouely paid, eo much of the real eetate taxe·! as
Kamj Children «rt Sickly.
sole agenta for this vicinity.
sufficient and necesaary to pay the amount do I
The four-in-hand tie that prevents a
The Twitchell slideman's swearing.
easy tie at 50 cents. Only to be found
at the F. H. Noyes Co.'s stores.

brown

Κ. Λ. Shurlliff & Co. deRire to anthe readers of the Democrat
that they have secured the agency for
Parisian Sage, the marvelous dandruff
cure and delightful hair dressing.
F. A. Shurtleft &. Co. are glad to β'ate
that Parisian Sage is a rigi Jiy guaranteed
hair restorer.
It cures dandruff in two weeks by killing the dandruff microbes; it stops falling hair; it cures all scalp diseases, or
money back.
It is a most pleasant hair dressing,
especially for ladies, as it makes the hair
soft and lustrous. The price is only 80
cents a large bottle at P. A. Shurtleff Jc
Co.'a or by express, all charges prepaid,
from Oirouz Mfg. Co., Buffalo, X. Y.
nounce to

PROBATE

THIS
OF
DEPARTMENT
PROGRESSIVE STORE is now filled
with an endless variety of Holiday Gifts.

gray, and other colors, 25c.
The new "Yankee knit" bose in
black, green, pearl, smoke, tan and

aged

54 year·.
In Ncrway, Dec. 9, Isaac P. Cobb, aged !
year·.
In Lewleton, Dec. 12, Harry Murch, aged
year·, 3 months, 3 day·.
In Kumford, Dec. 13, George C. Nadeau, age
32 year·.

colors, 50c and $1.00.
Flannel Shirts, gray,
blue, $1.00 to $2.00.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

persons Interested in cither
hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court, held at Frycburg, In
an>l for the County of Oxford, on the list
Tuesday of Dec., In the year of our Lont one
thousand nine hundred and nine. The following matter navlng been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicates, It Is hereby

"RVERY

dered white shirt (or $1.00.
Soft shirt*, made golf style to
collar, in white and various check
and stripes of blue, green and othe

Norway.

To all

What to Give

can

OVERmistake.

Co.,

60.884.80

63.346.68
66.537.22

178
201

Trust

Paris

pendable qualities.

Rhone 15-3.

Main·.

R* rla,

10

55.019.02

60.029.77

143
159

Come in and get some NEW MONEY for Christmas.
We offer you our services.

Tbia store is headquarters for
Men's Hosiery. At all times you'lj
find here a strong showing of de-

Orders left for Cut

receive

Floral

47,818.86

DEC.1,'09, 272 105,666.86

Hosiery.

Grapes, &c.,
Figs, Dates, Nuts,
SAUNDERS GREENand

42.021.02

A house coat makes a very desirable gift for a man. We liave these coats
in a number of Dew effects and fabrics constructed in a neat manner. Gray
and blue coats in various shades with fancy plaid linings to match outside of
coats, fastened with silk cord, all sizes, $5.00 each.

We also carry

In North Parle, Dec. 15, by Rev. L. W. Raj
moo'l, Mr. Ralph E. Chapman of Bethel an "
M lee Ma E. Llttlehaleof Parle.
In Buckfleld, Dec. 8, by Bev. F. M. Lamb, M
Harrv C. Allen anil Mle· Julia Grace Austin.
In Norway, Dec., bv Rev. B. S. Rldeout, M
David Thurston and M lee Laura T. Hunt, hot h
of Norway.

$18.520.20

104
11 β

Δ New Stock of House Coats.

Our line of FANCY BOXES this year
will be worth seeing. All new goods.

I

Deposits.

IMOV.1,O9, 257

well ae a «election from our rhir
stock. We've tbe Hathaway laun

10c

to eat

Q

US.

TO

DOES

OCT. 1, '09.

as

50c.

WATCH OUR WINDOW XMAS
FINEST
THE
AND SEE
DISPLAY EVER.

Id Waterford, Nov. 29, to the wife of Ne
Stone, a daughter.
In Waterford, Dec. 8, to the wife of Fran k

particular.

GRADUAL GROWTH
ANYTHING TO YOU

AUG. 1, '09.
SEPT. 1, '09.

Men's cuff buttons in new style j
for Christmas—two grades, 25c am 1

Apples,

sentiment.

as

THIS

South

Men's

Big Sticks,

and

to our stores to select a new SUIT,
at her expense, can make no

or son

any other article of clothing

every

JUNE 1, '09.
JULY 1, '09.

MAINE.

Buy

to

her husband

Paris,

APRIL 1. *09.
MAY 1. *09.

South Paris, Me.

of these.

THE GIFT THAT KEEPS, keeps you in mind, keeps him in comfort.
and ask questions.
stores in a hundred οι* more forms. Call on us

OIC. 1. Ό8
JAN. 1. '00,
FEB. 1. 09.
MARCH 1. '09.

imagine Tew other gifts a
Christmas time that will please bin

...

brings

Depositor*.

Flowers! Plants I
Ferns!
...

who

IT

Fancy Shirts.

All made of pure sugar and

Bora.

our

MEAN

Oures Coldsi Prevents Pneumonia

Don't buy your Christmas
Presents until you have
visited

variety

and successful
a Check Account with a strong, careful, safe
institution, that is growing, active and up-to-date

DOES

or

new.

We

to

Start the New Year Right

a

holiday season and hope,
expectations in strengthen-

FOIEYÎHÛNEMAR

Why Not Jewelry,
Umbrellas, Gloves, Mittens, Hats,
a
Caps Hosiery, Underwear, Shirts,
a large
have
We
?
Vest
Caps Fancy

We have Fur Gloves, Fur
We have
and Fur Coats.
too.
Ladies
for
Coats
and

$6

one

IIIIMIIIIIIIHHIIHIMHIIIIIIIIIIIilHIMtlMMlHlil···,

F. H. Noyes

Clothier and Furnisher,

Baskets,

Canes,

It's in

J. F. Plummer,

XMAS CANDIES

Read Christmas ad of F. H. Noyes Cc
in this paper. It will help you to decid
what to give him.

a

for the

to rise above

ing old friendship

Place

the

Is

The

Mlllett,

help,

prepared

COOK'S

Indigestion's pangs—trying

F. H. Noyes Co. store, Sout
Paris, will be open Christmas, the Noi
way store will be closed for the day
Both stores open every evening untl
Christmas. Please remember this in ai
ranging your Christmas shopping.

well

Porter Street,

South Paris, Me.

Billings Block,

STUNG FOR 15 YEARS

by

class

]M

—

Chap.—W

high

are

with your

}

week.
W. 0. Needham is to visit in Bostor
and Lawrence, Mass., for ten days th<
last of the month.
The officers of Harry Rust Post, G. A
R No. 54, are as follows:

REMEMBER :

and many other articles too numerous to
mention. Among them are many useful presents
for boys or girls.
We

Armlets Ρ

Boxed

WHY NOT CLOTHING FOR CHRISTMAS?
woman

Cuff
Buttons, Studs,
in silk
Handkerchiefs
Collars, Cuffs,
and pure linen, Overshoes, Gaiters,

Ρ

to

pleasing

more

Umbrellas,

ο

§^5

expend $4

in

Fancy—Nothing

Why Not Braces and

Not Some Fur
Article Ρ

Why

or

COAT, RAIN COAT or
Such gifts show sense, as well

pleasing. Our line includes many new and
rich patterns. Prices 50c. to $2.00.

3*c

tf

Not Bath Robes
House Coats ?

South

useful

Ρ

•iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaaiiMiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiei

By opening

more

Handkerchiefs

Plain and initial, cottons, lawns,

and

styles

Not

•llllllllllllllliaillllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIiaiHiai

60c.

Shirts.
White and

Newest

ours.

The

choice
A pretty Tie is always acceptable
are
very useful, while
pair of Suspenders
needed.
Gloves ar always

Is sufficient to pay

Why

Bows.

alligator and kid leathers.
BOc., 75c., $1.00.

and

the most desirable remembrances to give both men and young men. Men in all
in their personal appearances and any gift which can contribute to their comfort

to be

Not Neckwear Ρ

pliable kid
$1.26

Fancy Suspenders.

Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the I'lantatlou of Milton, In the County of Oxford, for the j
I
year 1903.
I The following list of taxes on real estate of 1
of
Milton
the
Plantation
In
non-resident owners,
aforeeald, for the year 1909, committed to
me for collection for said plantation on the 7th
day of May, 1909, remain unpaid; and notice Is
hereby given that If said taxes with Interest
and charges are not previously paid, so much

them

You cannot

Neckwear, Gloves and

STATE OF MAUVE.

Furnishings.

Men's

for any art-cle
him.

Other Gifts for Men.

Collector's Advertisement of Sale of [
Lands of Non-resident Owners.

aa

pair in a fancy box.
linens, Japonette, silks, 10c, 15c,
Armlets
Braces
acbut
50c, $1.
25c,
Not
expensive
25c, 50c.
10c, 15c, 25c, 50c.
ceptable.

LADIES' Fine Kid THEO TIE SLIPPER, very
serviceable,
$1.26.

SOUTH PARIS.

a*

tan

ful

ι

of the Holiday Gift has turned toward the useornamental, we direct your attention to our display of

tendency

well

ae

colors, 4-in-hands, individual box,
50c., 35c. Tecks, String Ties,

LADIES' Fine Felt, Fur Trimmed, ROMEOS.
Soft and warm for house wear, price,
$1.25.

Fellows' Block, under Post Office,

of the real eetate taxed

See

Why

fancy colors

in

CHENILE,

Specialty. |

a

years, services
farm ;ln Milton Pit ; thence from
said point south 77 degrees, 30 mlnresidence on Sunday by Rev. B. C.
u es west 86 feet to the easterly
Wentworth. -Mr. Cobb was born in Norlimit of the Countv road ; thence in
way and be was educated in the public
a northeasterly direction following
schools at Rumford. He watt the «on o(
the easterly Umlt of said road 370
feet; thence south 14 degrees east 36
Mr. and Mm. B. S. Cobb. He married ;
33
$
feet to point of beginning,
Eliza A. Trafton in 18SS and bad one Mt. Gllnes Gold
and Silver Mining Co.,
63 30
eon, Benj. S. Cobb.
bulldliigs and machinery,
Most favorable reporte come from H. F. P. Putnam, pasture and woodland, the
5 25
Kllgore lot,
L. Home, who is in the Portland hos- Mrs. A«la
Parker, her homestead farm,
S 25
part of lot 71.
pital.
3 15
The first meeting of the Norway Base A. M. Rusiell, his homestead farm,
21
Mrs A. M. Russell, A. W. Harlow land,
A.
L.
held
at
Ball Association was
1 47
Hannibal Andrews land,
25
5
and
land,
Mrs Alice Sloan, her cottage
Cook's barber shop Friday evening.
Jan. 4th Pomona Grange will bold a Mt. Gllnes Gold and Silver Mining Co.,
80
16
Gllnes
farm,
the Valentine
6 30
meeting at Norway Orange Hall.
Mrs. Ruth Hopkins, her homestead farm,
Edmund A. Poole, for many years a ί
EDMUND E. COLE, Collector of Taxes,
of the Plantation of Milton.
summer resident or visitor, died at hii
Dec. 17th, 1909.
Brookline, Mass., home on the fifth of
this month. He was a member of Basf
I
Island Club.
Mrs. Fred E. Drake is visiting Dr. and
Clcanica azxl bcautifiei the hair.
Mrs. Charles Johnston at Portsmouth,
PruinotM κ luuriant growth.
|
Never Falls to Bcitore Gray
M. H.
,
Balr to ita Youthful Color.
a
mem
of
Adams
Bowdoinham,
P. S.
* h*lr in I ling.
Cure· Kalp
ber of the State Cattle Commissioners
^^iO&aat^U«a^Drujtgl*^^j
was in town with Dr. E. C. Walker thii

î&S^Îliïeord
««τ—ην» ΪΧί"

The Delta Alphas met with Missel
Α-die and Lottie Giles Thursday even
ing, fourteen being present besides th
Officers for the year wen
hostesses
cho»», other bmi-M «■»
refreshments were served, and a SoCia
Ume
yed. The officers chosen are

Repairing

Why

HIIIIIIIIIIH

EVERETTS, in black and
Wide and comfortable,

Robes,
Harness,
Whips, |
Sleigh Heaters, and everything your team needs.

but there was lots of fun.
Mrs. Clara A. Hayden, after a very
pleaaant visit with her daughters. Mrs.
Howard Winchester and Mrs. Frank

sals

Albert siarww.
Rose A. Muhphy, teacher.

Mty Hancock.

accompanist.

Christmas Observances.
The Methodist Sunday School will

Clyde Martin.

Store,

liUl

Since the

walks of life take pride
and desires is surely appropriate.

Goods!

MEN'S ROMEO, with elastic sides, in soft
and hand turned soles, price,

M.l 0

Believing

An Ideal Gift for Man or Woman—
What could be so useful and still
cost so little Ρ

—We Sell Them——

Froet, <_hae. A

Paris, Maine.

Christmas Slippers.

Buy a BA Bias Girth for the Stable.
Buy a 6A Square for the Street

Dealer in

a

Holiday

5 A Horse Blankets are
known the world over as the
best, the strongest, the longest
wearing. Their generous size
covers the horse, their warmth
protects him. we obtain them
direct from the factory and tell
them at money-saving prices.

Harness

Lona Noble.
May Hancock.
Arthur Morgan
w.C. Home
and Joslc Chase.

|_|

•

due therefor, Including Interest and
Capt. John W. Nash and Rav East- tbc amount
will be sold without further notice, at
man returned from a ten days1 hunting charges,
at the Poplar School House, in
auction
public
said plantation on the first Monday In February,
trip this week.
A.M.
o'clock
nine
at
The boys and girls enjoyed the skat- 1910,
C «
ing on the Bridge Street mill pond this
δ
μ"
week. The skating was not very good I
V.
S
bçjj
g

Î^Lin^l'owèrs

Leo Walton.

»

6 Pleasant Street,

pv pv ^

Smrr
K'vrlAlvUiJj South

CLARKE'S

S»lo with cornet an 1 piano,
l'.e-rtc Chase, Arthur Morgan and Daisy Chase.
Eddie Chick
Plaro solo,
May Hancock.
Reading,
Lona Noble.
Sol·»,
Duet
Beryl and Myrtle Mlliett.
May
Hancock.
Reading
Mr?. Arthur Fogg,

have the cantata, "The Santa Claus
Club,' aud a free, Fridav evening. Sunday eveniug there will be a Christmas
concert in the church, for which rehearhave been going on for some time.
A hue program is being arranged, cons. F. Davis, Postmaster
of solos, duets and choruses, to
The following pupils at the Port" sisting
rendered by some of the be»t local
Street Primary School were not absent be
talent, assisted by Mr. William C. Home
during the term:
of Norway. Concert at 7:30 o'clock.
Harlan Abbott,
As previously announced, the UniversPaul Fletcher.
Bernant Hardin.
alist Sunday School will have a supper,
Floyd Harlow,
tree and sociable Friday evening, for the
Parter'
Ernest Porter.
Howard Jackson,
children and parents. Supper will be
one-half
absent
Those
day:
served at 6:30.
Ralph CUflbrd.
The Congregational Sunday School
will have a supper and Christmas tree,
without extended exercises, at the vesThe Pieasant Street Primary
try Friday evening.
had a short
on its closing day
Exercises at the Baptist church will
of recitations and dialogues
Twenty be held Friday evening, opening at 7:30.
and
Um
seven scholars were registered
the programme will include Scripture
was
twenty-three reading and prayer, solo, "Ob, Holy
avéras* attendance
The following were not absent one-hall
Night, bv Rev. J. ff. Chesbro, and the
day:
cantata, "Santa Claus' Dream," followed
Prank ******
Ann* Dufresne.
by the unloading of trees.

l,Ien Lower"1*

Spectacles and Eyeglasses.

fair was postponed on account of the weather and
was held on Wednesday and Thursday
of last week. The decorations, tables
and articles offered for sale were very attractive indeed. The attendance wae
large and the fair a success. Thursday
evening a chicken pie supper was served
and after that an entertainment. Programme:
Eddie and Howard Chick.
Piano duet,
«

Why

Clocks, Jewelry,
Silver and Plated Ware,

Watches,

Congregational

The

fiying

ticipated.

with relatives aud many friends here,
underwent an operation for gall stones
in a hospital about ten days since. It is
reported as quite a severe case, but he is
understood to be doing well.

wa

—

For some years the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad has sent out each year
two designs of calendars, which carry
one in mind right into the Maine woods.
Its ll>10 calendars were received by the
Democrat a few days since, and turned
over to the art critic of the paper, with
the following result:
''Say, I don't know a blamed thing
about art, but those hit me about right.
Make a fellow think of Shagg Pond, and
Rangelev, and the Allagash that he never
Thinks
saw and doesn't expect to see.
he'll start right out on the hike.
"But say ! I don't like tbe composition
of this one so well a» I might. There's
too much detail all over, and the eve
doesn't focus upon any particular poin'.
And the fellow in the stern is leaning
way out with a landing net after a fiab
that must be as much as two rods out of
his reach.
"This one's better. First thing that
draws your eye is that bunch of fellows
in shirts and trousers sitting around the
out-door table, with a background of
d-ep woods and open-front tenta, and
thec>ok at one side bending over the

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

When Τ·«>τ· m Bum m a crow. When
you're coughing and gasping. When you're an
oll-fashloned deep-seated oold, lake Alien'·
Lurg Balsam. Sold by ail druggist·, SSc, 60c
and 91.00 bottles.
81-41

little second-class stuff that gets more or
There is some prospeot that Miss Cra
lees patronage.
gin may be persuaded to return to be
On Wednesday evening the churches school.
The new home-made snow plow 01
will unite in the prayer meeting at the
Methodist church, and we hope the peo- the Norway à Paris Street Railway at
lots of attention.
tracts
ple will make a special effort to be preaNo report has been made relative t
ent.
the dew industry that talked of locatini
The W. C. Τ. ϋ will meet in the Bap- in Norway some time ago.
tist vestry Tuesday afternoon. QuotaThe ladies of the Unrrersalist societ;
tions on Peace, subject, "The Art of cleared two hundred and
fifty dollars ii
Giving."
Leaders, Mrs. Emily West, their recent fair.
Mrs. Edith Wheeler.
The Christmas goods offered at th
Charles R. Dunham has been having various stores in the villAge are unusual
and extensive.
quite a severe sickness the past week, l.v attractive
Eleanor, the little five-year-old daugh
but at the present time is better. He
will not be able however, to continue his ter of Co), and Mrs. E. F. Smith, wb<
has been sick with typhoid fever for fou
work for some time yet.
weeks, is recovering. Mrs. Flora Ε
An informal conference of members of Stearns was nurse for the little one.
the Upiverxalist parish will be hold at
Farmers find a first class market ii
tbe church Tuesday evening of this Norway for cord wood at 16.50 and stov
the
to
for
consider
week,
coming wood at 17 00 per cord for seasoue<
plans
year. Full attendance of metnbeis is wood. Very little green wood is offeret
desired.
for sale.
Mrs. Frank H. Noyes and daugbte
Among those who left Monday mornMildred are with relatives in West Med
ing to attend 'he S'ate Grange at Banford, Mass., for ten days.
gor were J. S. Brown, A. E. Morse, F.
Saturday the officers of Norwa;
S. Pike, Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Gates, Mr.
were elected for the year 1910 ai
and Mrs. Leon A. Brooks, Mrs. S. E. Grange
follows:

South Paris stores will be open every
evening this week.

Charles S. Dudley
Augusta last week

NORWAY.

Ralph Gray and Hubert Wheeler ire
at home from the school of pharmacy Id
Philadelphia for the Chriatmae vacation.

tf children/ aaf·,

ear·.

No

ο plat··

NOTICE.

-

stockholders of tbe Citizens Telephone Co.
NOTICE.
will hold their annual mm ting for the purpose
the yearly report of tbe PrMMMBt
The subscriber hereby give· notice that he has of accepting
and Treasurer of the Corporation at the Town
been duly appointed administrator of the estate
Offloe in I. Ο. Ο. T. Block, South Paris, on Mon°
day, January 3rd, 1910, at 7 :"0 o'clock Ρ M., also
HBBBEBT H. HARBIM AN, late Of Lovcll,
elect the officers for the year, and transact any
In the County of Oxford, decease·), and given to
buslr ess that may como before this meetbonds as the law directs. All persons having other Annual
dues are due Jan. 1st, 1910, for the
are ing.
deceased
said
of
estate
the
demands against
In arrears for duet will be
desired to present the same for settlement, and year. Those who are
make
to
reported.
are
paythereto
requested
All Indebted
W. BOWKER, Clerk and Treaa.
CHAS.
ment Immediately.
of Citizens Tel. Co.
51452
Deoember 7th, 1909. JOHN F. Η Λ BRIM AN.
The

we turn

out work that

MAINE.

1IVTIVK·
Id tbe District Court of the Unite! Sutee for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
LORES' M. GORDON,

J

of Pern, Bankrupt. )
of I.oren M. Gordon, In tbe
Oxfonl and district aforesaid :
of
County
Notice Is hereby glren tbat on tbe 11th day of
Dec., A. D. 1909,the said Loren M. Gordon was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that tbe flrst
meeting of bis creditors will be held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square. South
Paris, on tbe i9tb day of Dec, A. D. 1909, at
10 o'clock In tbe forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appointa trustee, examine tbe bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Dec. 11, 1909.
WALTER L. GRAY,
To tbe creditors

Referee In

Bankruptcy.

WHEN YOU ARE PALE- The Land of

Puzzledom.

There is something wrong. The simplest way to bring health
to the body and color to the cheeks is to correct the faults and
weakness of the system. An occasional dose of the true "L. F."
Atwood's Bitten gives prompt relief from headache, biliousness,
indigestion and kindred ailments. The standard family remedy
for constipation for fifty
years. 35 cts. a bottle at your dealers.

No. 730—Charade·.

Indian Point, Me.
H*ve used 'L. F." Atwood'· Bitter· and have greatly b«ieSted thereby. 1 keep k bottle oi it in the house constanUy.
—Mks. E. P. Hiwixns.
"

Free!

Free!

-

Free!

-

Ladies' Suite

Ribbons

fancy work.

IL
To my first responds a boy.
Though 'tis but half a name.
My second brings to no one ]oy.
With Its seed It oft brings blame.
My third gives place for both these two

useful, and therefore all the

III.
Whene'er my first draws nigh all things

Linens

are

Nice Gifts.

Any housekeeper would

receive Table Linen.

be

It is

Xmas Aprons.

You will make

glad to
always

ing

more

ONE LOT, 70 inch, of good weight
linen, large assortment of patterns, 75c.
cheer.
My second oft we need, oft should we ONE LOT, 72 inch, of heavy and fine
give.
linen in all the desirable patterns each
None Is so rich, and none can be so poor
As not to want or give It They who live
as fern, lily of the valley, snow drop
Always without it hardly can endure.
and fancy scroll, |1.00, 1.26, 187.
For none that live can e'er my whole
life's woes
Napkins to match from 92 60 to 14.08
If none my second offer 'gainst the foes.
dozen. Napkins $1.00 to 4.08 dozen.
—Youth's Companion.
PATTERN TABLE DAMASK, 72x90,
No. 731.—Anagram.
very pretty patterns, 14.60 and 3 98.
Haud, frlen*. an' list t" a bameslck laddie,
Napkins to match, 22 Inch, |3.98

This

PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs'
Variety Store, Norway, Saturday, March
5,1910, at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King
Kineo Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask
your friends to begin to save this advertisement for you.

THE

Christmas Time with

how sensitive your
nerves
may be, or under
olfactory
what working conditions you encounter the

6 inch 19c.

you'll

not dettct the

smoke.

The Perfection Oil Heater neither smokes nor diffuses odor.

Skirts.

odor of

The new

Automatic Smokeless Device
positively prevents both.

Repeated tests
ment, innumerable trials after it had been

during its incipicncy and developpronounced pcrfect by the inventor,

demonstrated its utility and sure effectiveness.
The wick cannot be turned up beyond the point of its greatest effectiveness.
It locks automatically and thus secures the greatest heat-yielding flame
without a sign of smoke or smell. Removed in an instant for cleaning.

"Your tie Is

Solid brass font holds 4 quarts of oil—sufficient to give out a glowing heat
for 9 hours—solid brass wick carriers—damper top—cool handle—oil indicator.
Heater beautifully finished in nickel or Japan in a variety of styles.
If
to the

blue and black with

quite straight.

stylish, 19.00.

No. 737.—Easy Beheadings.
Behead an animal and leave η
grain. 2. Behead departed and leave
a unit. 3. Bebiud au outcry and leave
4. Behead a precious meta delicacy.
5. Behead
al and leave an autique.
a city of Siberia and leave a city of

(Incorporated)

Siberia.

ANNUAL FALL

No. 738.—Riddle.
The highest gift of nature to

Sale !

man

When all her wondrous works we scan,
That which we always lose with sorrow
And sometimes are compelled to borrow.
The lover's pride, the poet's song.
What art makes short and nature long.

W. J. WHEELER,

0. Abraham LinThomas Jefferson.
coin. 7. Christopher Columbus.
No. 724.—Buried Quadrupeds: 1. Alpaca. 2. Beaver. 3. Bison. 4. Ermine
5. Chamois. (>. Genet. 7. Lemur. 8-

South Paris, Me.

Paca. 0. Tapir. 10. Jackal.
No. 725.-Military Puzzle:
Change
Ρ to A and make the word align.
No. 720.-Double Acrostic: Thomas
2. Hor
Arnold—Words:
1. TballA.
roK. 3. OberaN. 4. MikadO. B. As
traL. G. SInbaD.
No. 727.—Word Hunt; 1. Yew, ewe
you. 2. Cent. sent, si-ent.
No. 728—Numerical Enigma: Dear
ear. read. read. are. red. dare.
No. 729.—Enigma: Fur, below-fur
below.

Thi»I»* Block Stable
with every block the same color.
Unlike the "block house" of the
pioneers, it will last for ages because it was built with

EDISON
Portland Cement

blocks of equal strength than any other brand, weight for
makes same number of blocks but of greater strength. Invariably
uniform in color and hardness, and works without "blowing," because
Uniformly 10{( Finest Ground in tSe World.
Writ· m ecaik your dealer foe booklet "How tu Mix aoJ Um LAoq Portland Cement"
Makes

more

A CARD.

or

A. W. WALKER &

SOUTH PARIS,

PLEÎASE

MAINE.

Keep

When in w&nt of

anything

This is to certify that all druggist· art
authorized to refund your
money il
Foley's Hooey and Tar fails to cure youi
cough or cold. It stops the cough, heali
the lungs and prevents serious result)
from a cold, prevents pneumonia anc
consumption. Contains no opiates. Th<
genuine is in a yellow package. Refus<
substitutes. F. A. Sburtleff 4 Co.

SON,

....

In

in our lines

WK CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

give us

MIND!
a

fancy yoke In back of lace insertion
and tucks, a beauty for 13.98.

call.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.
Correspondence on topics of interest to the ladles

solicited. Address : Editor Homkm akkkh'
Column, Oxford Democrat, South Parts, Me.
Is

Recipes.
CHICKEN

HOT-POT.

chicken. Cut It into
the joints allow. Do
as email
not remove the meat from the bones.
Boil the chicken until nearly tender and
keep the broth left in the kettle when
you remove the chicken from it. Cut a
pound of lean, raw bam into small
squares. Wash and peel and parboil
eight large potatoes and slice them.
Slice three medium sized onions. Put
into a deep baking dish a layer of chicken, a layer of ham, a layer of potatoes, a
layer of onions. Repeat the auccession
of layers until the material is used;
when arranging these layers strew bits
of batter over them. Pour the ohlcken
broth over the layers, well seasoned with
salt and pepper. Add enough water to
almost fill the pot. Cover the pot.
Bake the hot-pot an hour and a half. Be
sure plenty of water Is in the pot while
the baking is in progress. When cooked put the baked chicken and vegetables
in a large tureen. Qarnish the edges
with parsley. Strew parsley and sliced
cooked carrots over the top. Serve with
a small slice of toast on each plate.

targe
pieces aa

Prepare

a

ENGLISH PLUM PUDDING.

Early in December, when the New
England housekeeper Is preparing the
on the
"Yes, especially
eveningi ι mince meat for the winter, the English
and Canadian housekeepers are preparwhen we're invited out together."
ing their pudding, for this, like mince
meat, improves with age. The padding
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure an; material can be made in several small
1
ii
that
trouble
case of kidney or bladder
ones, or into one large one that can be
not beyond the reach of medicine. Curei 1 steamed time and time
again, the process
that if
backache and
"Your husband is a
Isn't he?'1

WE SELL

Store open every

great home

lover

neg
irregularities
lected might result in Bright'· disease oi
diabetes. F. A. Sburtleff A Co.

Linseed Oil,
Floor Paints,
Hoqm Paint»,
Varnishes,
Floor Dressing,
"While we were on my honeymoon ]
Barn Paints,
floor Finish,
Turpentine, always spoke French to my husband sc
Roof Paints,
Brushes. that no one should understand us."
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
"So you went to France, did yon?"
and
Sherwin-Williams.
«ft
Heath
include
Milligan,
Oar paints
Impervious,
If you desire a clear oomplexion take
Foley's Orino Laxative for constipation
TIME TESTED KIND. Don't and liver trouble as it will stimulate
Paroid Booflnf-Th· beet of all rooting». THE
these organs and thoroughly cleanse youi
imitation».
try
system, which is what every one needi
Tbe kind that lasts. in order to feel well. F. A. Sburtleff A
to order.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make
veranda screened In. Co.
Regular size· of doors in stock. Have your
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
Samuel, that
The Vicar—Is it

only improving the flavor.
Two pounds of raisins, stoned, two

pounds of

currants, one

pound

of suet,

quart of grated bread crumbs, onehalf pound of mixed peel, (citron, lemon

one

and orange,) one cup of flour, four eggs,
two cups of sweet milk, one teaspoon of
of brown sugar, one
salt, one-half
nutmeg grated, two teaspoons cloves and
cinnamon. Steam or ooil six boars.
This padding material will make three
small paddings, or one large one.

poand

evening

CON

CABNE BABBIT.

Drain one can of chili con came, onequarter pound of cheese grated, three

hard-cooked eggs cut fine. Mix all with
Place on the Aie until
one pint of milk.
It comes to a boil, then serve on toast
and garnish with watercress or parsley.
MUFFINS Λ LA BOI.

Split and toast

English

muffins.

But-

ter and arrange on a platter, plaoing on
each half first a thin slioe of smoked
beef, then a large spoonful of scrambled
egg. Garnish with parsley. We vary
these by nsing two crisp slices of broiled
bacon and a dropped egg.
BENEDICTINE.

CAKES

OR

BATTER

CAKK9.

WHIPPED

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Soutn Parle.

I

package.

50c.

kinds and sizes, 98c, 50c, 25c, 10c, 5< ι.

CBEAM FILLING.

10.00.

OPOSSUM SHAWL COLLARS,

?

warm

fur, some trimmed with
animal beads, 90 00, β 50, 4.98. Mitfli
to match, 92 08 to 8.CO.
BLUE WOLP, a very popular
wide and thick, large brushes.
and durable

*

Muff· to match, 913.50.

FUR THROWS or scarfa—
Isabella Fox, 97 50, 98 00.

Opossum, 92 98, 3.98, 4.98, 5 9-,
Russian Mink, 93 08, 5.Ô8.
Blue Wolf, 99 50, 6 50.
Grey Squirrel, 94 98.
Cony, 91 08.

MUFFS—
Fox, 97 00, 10 00, 12 50, 15.00, 19
Opossum, 92 98, 3 98, 5 98, 7 50.
Russian Mink, 9-3 08, 5 98.
Blue Hare, 93.08.
Cony, 11.75, 2.08, 8 50, 3.75.

0·

Coat Department
Some member of the
a coat and there is

family -t. ν
nothing it
will be more acceptable. Tm> :epartmont is at its height with a
need

RELIGIOUS

of candied orange or lemon
make the dish look very pretty.

or a row

rings

MOLASSES

COOKIES.

LADIES' FUR CAPS and Π ATS. Cap*
91.08, 2 OS, 3.08, 4.08; hats, 93.50 and
3.08.

Closed all day Dec. 25th.

the 24th, inclusive.
AUTHOR'S STATEMENT.

BUTTER.

large

paste

layers

ist wanted kind, large, trimmed
witb thick brushes $19.00. 15 00, 12 .v.
10.00. Muff* to match :»ny of these
Pillow and rug shape from 97 Ου to
m

NORWAY, ME.

No false pretense baa marked the caMelted butter is the foundation for reer of Ely's Cream Balm. Being enlike
most of the common sauces. Have a tirely harmless, it is not responsible
covered saucepan for this purpose. One the catarrh snuffs and powders, for
lined with porcelain will be best. Take minds shattered by cocaine. The great !
is that it j
a quarter of a pound of the best fresh virtue of Ely's Cream Balm
nasal
butter, cut it up and mix with it about speedily and completely overcomes
When it is catarrh and hay fever. Back of this
one tablespoonful of flour.
is the testimony of thousands ι
thoroughly mixed put it into the sauce- statement
and a reputation of many years' success, j
pan and add to it half a teacupful of hot
water. Cover the saucepan and set it in All druggists, 60c., or mailed by Ely
tin of boiling water. 8bake it Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.
a
DRAWN

One-bal( coffee cup butter or lard, one
Whip one-half pint of heavy cream
until stiff; add the whites ok' two eggs, coffee cup sugar, one coffee cap mobeaten to a stiff froth; then add three lasses, one-half ooffee ou ρ water, one
heaping teaspoonfols of ooooa and one tablespoon ginger, one tablespoon cinnaELIOT PUDDING.
teaspoon of vanilla and three-quarters mon, one teaspoon clove, one teaspoon
One soant cap of saet, one oap of flour, cop of so gar; atir all oarefolly and well soda, flour to roll thin and bake quickly.
one cup of sugar, one oup of bread together and fill the pie· in the nsnal
LIGHT CAKE.
crumbs, two cups of chopped apples, manner.
Cream one cap of batter, add two caps
one-half teaspoon of salt, one-half of a
trae,
of fine granulated sugar, three tableΟΠΤΘΕΒ SNAPS.
nutmeg, one egg. Mis the dry ingrewheelbarrows. Call and see them.
your father allows games of chance to dient!
of milk, a saltspoon of mace, one
Wheelbarrows -We have a few first class
One oap lard, one cop molasses, one spoons
thoroughly, then gradually add
be played at your house?
and two tablespoons of milk, one
sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the
chance egg well beaten; tne suet and the apples cop brown angar; boil all together; let cap
The Boy—There ain't no
Electrical
and
make the padding moist enough when it boll fonr minutes, take off and let cool teaspoon of vanilla, three and one-half
Telephone·
about it, zur—they all cheat·.
three and onebeat for automobile» and telephones.
cooked; steam two hoars. Eat with to lokewarm; add half teaspoon salt, ι cnps of flour sifted with
The addition of two teaspoons ginger, soant teaspoon half level teaspoons of baking powder,
hard
or liquid sauoe.
re·
cough·
Foley'· Honey and Tar ou
farther moisture make the podding soda dissolved In a little water, floor and last the stiffly beaten whites of eight
tnlokly, strengthens the lunge and axpel· any
Stir thoroughly.—Good House- enough to roll oat. Theee ginger snaps eggs. Bake In two loaves In a moderate
soggy.
in
a
the
colds. Get
yellow
genuine
o?en (or three-quarters of an hoar.
ar« bird and orisp.
keeping.
à
Co.
Sburtleff
V. A.

Supplie·—We

98c,

POCKET BOOKS and PURSES of a I

Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Salisbury,
teaspoorful salt, half yeast cake; N. C., who is the author of several
a
thin
crumble yeast into flour, make
books, writes: "For several years I wan
batter with warm milk, stand and raise afflicted with kidney trouble aDd last
in the morning add one winter I was suddenly stricken with a
over night;
tablespoonful of molasses; half a cupful severe pain in my kidneys and waa con
fined to bed eight days unable to get up
of boiled rice is an improvement.
without assistance. My urine contained
MARLBORO PIE.
a
thick white sediment and I passed
melt
six
Peel and grate
large apples,
I comsame frequently day and night.
with
mix
and
of
butter
six ounces
ap- menced talcing Foley's Kidney Remedy,
the
and
the
add
two
lemons,
juice
ples;
and the pain gradually abated and finally
grated rind, and three eggs, keeping out ceased and my urine became normal. I,
the whites of two for a meringue; beat
cheerfully recommend Foley's Kidney ι
eggs well with eight onnces sugar and Remedy." F. A. ShurtlefT & Co.
add to above mixture; beat all together
and bake with bottom crust only; when
Missionary (a little nervously)—I do
cool, beat whites up stiff, add throe hope that we shall agree.
think
Cannibal King—Oh, I don't
tablespoons granulated sugar, spread
the meringue over pie and brown quick- there is any doubt about that. My dily·
gestion la excellent.

apples,

with cold ooffee, spread between
of cake and on top.

A

Two caps of ilour, two tablespoonfuls
melted lard, raized through flour; half

round continually, always moving in the
it is entirely melted and
On a hot plate plaoe a slice of orisp ■ame way, till
Then let it rest till
toast out rather thick, on the toast a begins to simmer.
it boils up.
very thin slioe of broiled ham, on the
ham a poached egg. Pour over all a
APPLE 8HOW.
half cup of Hollandaise sauce and crown
Peel, core and slice six large
it with one-half teaspoon of fine out
with sufficient
truffles. Plaoe a tablespoon of tomato stew them to a pulp
to sweeten them; take them from
catsup so as to make a narrow border sugar
the Are and beat them smooth; meanaround the Hollandaise sauce.
time beat the whites of six eggs to a
stiff froth, ReDtly mix them with two
COCOA FILLING FOB LATEB CAKE.
of powdered sugar
One and one-half oups of confectioners' heaping tablespoons
and the apple pulp, and pile the snow
sugar, one tablespoon butter, melted;
in
a rough heap on a high
made
thus
two and one-half tablespoons coooa; pot
dish; a few bits of bright colored jelly
the above in a bowl and mix to a
EGGS ▲ LA

woman.

SABLE

POX SHAWL
soft, tine and fluffy, tie

or

COLLARS,

touch wl.ich

Neckwear.

! GRIDDLE

ΡΛΗΚΚΒ HOUSE COBN ROLLS.

Sift together one and one-quarter cups
of white floor, three-quarters cup of corn
meal, two teaspoons of baking powder,
one-half teaspoon of salt and one tablespoon of sugar; chopin two tablespoons
of butter; add one beaten egg to one-half
cup of milk and turn into the drj ingrédients, making a soft dough that can be
handled. Add more milk if necessary.
Turn on a floured board, toss lightly and
roll oat to thickness of one-half inoh;
cut with a biscuit cutter, put bits of butter in center of each round and fold opposite edges to meet in center. Brush
top with milk and bake in a quiok oven
fifteen minutes.

ISABELLA

gowned

Leather Goods.

Monday, Dec. 20th until

from

I

black, only

JfofflttJlWlUU

DRY QOODS.

Answer.—Vowels.

—

•veight,

very

Riddle.

I have a large stock of Pianos that have been rented but one season
Key to Puzzledom.
No. 721.
This
Changed Letter Puzzle:
and shall close them out at very low prices for the next sixty days.
moan, moat; canal, banal;
lamp;
Camp,
been
offerever
is the best opportunity to obtain a piano or organ that has
bandle, handle; bank. bane.
Visit my warerooms and see for yourselves the great values in
ed.
No. 722.—Charades: 1. Cur, Tainecurtaln. 2. Jew. ell, err—jeweler. 3
second hand instruments
Easy terms. Send for catalogs and prices.
Scare, crow—scarecrow.
No. 723.—Auagrams: 1. Oliver Cromwell. 2. Napoleon Bonaparte. 3. Benjamin Fraukliu. 4. William Pitt. 5.

Billings Block,

you'll

finishing

is the

marks the well

into these gloves, 11.00, 1.25. Black
HANDKERCHIEFS of fine lawn, handII 00, 1 25, 1 60. Dog skin, $1.00.
somely embroidered and l&ce trimmed,
hemstitched and scalloped edges, GLOVES, Swede, Doe and Cashmerettc choice assortment.
all shades, 50c. Electra fleeced, 25c
37 l-2c, 42c, 50c.
LADIES' FUR COAT with j 1, I
CELLULOID PUFF BOXES, blue, pink
Golf gloves of double knit worsted •
LADIES' LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS,
lining, large fur collar, good valu···.
and white, 25c. Soap Boxee, 15c.
12 l-2c, 15c, 25c. Initial, 12 12c,
nearly all colors, 50c.
10c,
927 .50, 32 00. Fur lined with lar*o f ,r
little
PYRALIN RATTLER for the
15c, 25c.
collar·, 912 50, 18.00, 25.00, 30.00.
one, 15o.
GENTLEMEN'S LINEN HANDKERBROADCLOTH and KERSKV COATS
FANCY PIN HOLDER filled with pins
CHIEFS, 12 l-2c, 15c, 25c, 42c. Initial,
in black, semi-fitted, some with velvet
Needle
of all kinds, 25o and 50c.
collar and cuffs, iome trimmed » !i
15c, 25c. Cambric, 10c, 5o.
No woman will refuse one of ou r
CHILDREN'S HANDKERCHIEFS, camcases with needles, 25c.
jet buttons and braid, 910 00, 18
and checked, pic- pocket books or hand bags. Don1
muslin,
bric,
plain,
15.00, 13 50.
with
FANCY POWDER JARS of glass
see our line.
WIDE WALE WORSTED in greys ar.i
ture, 5c. One lot with colored border, fail to
25c.
covers,
pretty
4c.
KEAL ALLIGATOR HAND BAGS ι,
nary, some with military collars,
FANCY BOXES with sections for pins,
912.50,15 00,18 00. Many other sty lei
fine quality leather lined, pocket wit h
thread, etc., 25o and 50c.
and colore, some with section pleating
purse to match, gilt trimmed, $3 5( ι,
on skirt, 910.00, 12 50, 13 50.
3.00.
BROOCH PINS, fancy jeweled, and
3.25,
A dainty stock or bow will be apJUNIORS' COATS, 13 to 17 year, in
holly in boxes, 25c and 50o.
HAND BAGS, large and deep, fane γ
woman.
received
any
by
preciatively
blue, grey and green, trimmed vitb
seal
t
embossed, goat
lined, purse
BELT PINS and BUCKLES, gilt and
All that is new and desirable can be
bands and jet buttons, 97 50, 10 "*,
match, |3 50, 2.50, 1.98, 1.75.
oxidized, in boxes, 25c and 50c.
12.50.
found here in the largest assortment
HAND BAGS, fancy embossed, fane 7
in
BARRETTES
FANCY TOMBS and
CHILDREN'S
COATS, fancy mixture»
and
lace
had.
ever
we have
Chiffon,
shapes, green, brown and black, 08<
of all kinds, some handsomely trimmed,
boxes, 50c and $100. Comb Sets in
and
velvet
ribbon
with
50c; small size*, 25c.
fancy braids,
93 08, 2.08, 4.08, 5.08, 7.50, 8.00.
boxes, 50c and 91.00.
are the leading materials.
ENVELOPE POCKET BOOKS wit •
ruchings
CHILDREN'S COATS, 1 to 5 year. Bear
PILLOW TOPS and CENTER PIECES
Put up in a box, 25c. and 50c.
strap, easy to carry, divided into se<
'·<
clotb, Astrachan and Plusb, 91 08, 2
of all kinds, the very latest designs,
tions, centre lined with chamoli
all sizes and colors, of moire and
ROWS,
4
3
08.
08,
25c, 50c, 87c.
91.50.
velvet ribbon, in boxes. Your choice,
BEAR CLOTH BONNETS to mat. Ii,
TABLE
SCRIM
ONE LOT genuine Morocco, severs '
FANCY BRAIDED
25o.
fancy white and colors, ribbon and
handkerchief pocket,
wit 1
colore,
COVERS and Scarf, very pretty, 25c WAT'S SCARF MUFFLER of fine mer
animal beads trimmed, 25c, 50c, 7-r»c,
and 50c.
strap, 11.00. Large assortment fo r
08c.
cerized yarns, just the thing for the

TAFFETA SILK WAISTS, navy, smoke,
of large
green and white, fancy front
They are acceptable and useful and small tucks with buttons, tucked
collar and cuffs with buttons, excepgifts for either sex. You can find tionally pretty, $4 98.
what you want among our large
BLACK LACE NET, fancy raised silk
line.
embroidery forming yoke, finished
LADIES' UMBRELLAS in a wide ranee
with jet buttons, taffeta bands and
of coverings, such as silk, silk and
linen, serges and gloria, with a choice
tucks, silk bands and tucks in back
neck, in pretty box, 50c.
TOPS of scrim, stamped and
assortment of handles, gilt, oxidized,
and on sleeves, VERY DESIRABLE, PILLOW
natural and fancy wood and horn,
with ruffle, ready NECK RUSHING AND CORD in fancj
braid
work,
of
fancy
assortment
only $4.98. A large
ranging In price from 08c to #5 98.
holly boxes, 25o.
for filling, 50c.
black taffeta waists for $3.98.
Gentlemen's Umbrellas.

We are airy little creatures.
Each has different form and features.
Ore of us In glass Is set.
Another you will llnd In Jet.
A third, less bright. Is set In tin;
A fourth a shining box within.
And the fifth, if you pursue.
It wUl never fly from you.

GREAT VALUES.

jet buttons,

Umbrellas.

1.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

Clearance

not

Just then the taxicab arrived.
When—what do you suppose?—
The man turned to a M,M" ·**·*,
His pretty wife, ···*·.

Not At Yours, Write for Descriptive Circular
Nearest Agency of the

Every Dealer Everywhere.

ready
gifts.
things
gift

happy

DEPARTMENTS
Shopper,

cigar attached, 25c.
Fine assortment of Batiste and Lawn
waists with lace and embroidered trim- SHAVING PADS, every man needs one
med. Tour choice of these kinds, 98c.
of these, large assortment, 25c.

worked, 10c, 15c, 25c.
TAILORED LININE WAISTS, entire
STAMPED LINEN such as doilies,
front of 1-4 inch tucks finished with
centerpieces, pillow tops, nearly all
one inch tucks, tucks in back to corsizes to be done in Wallachian, Eyelet
Can you read the word here reprerespond with front, good value, $1 49.
or braided, 10c to 50c.
sented by uumerals?
NUN'S VEILING WAISTS, all colore,
Borne with entire front of French emNo. 735.—Diamond.
A consonant. In place of. Visages.
broidery, others with large and small
Fellowship. Full of tall grasses. A DRESS SKIRTS, grey, black and navy,
tucks, buttons, front or back.—Tailwith panel front, section pleating at
pigpen. A letter.
ored Linen Waist, extra good value,
sides, finished with jet buttons, some
trimmed with tucks.—Muslin and BaNo. 736.—Transformation.
with bands and pin tucks around bottiste, handsomely trimmed with lace,
She sat and waited in her room.
tom, #4 98.
embroidery and tucks, large variety to
In
dinner
gown.
Arrayed
PANAMA SKIRTS in blue and black,
Her husband. In his evening clothes.
select from—your choice, 91 98.
Was pacing up and down.
fancy pleating with jet buttons and
LACE NET WAISTS, white and ecru,
"1 wish the cab would come." said he.
bands, #β 50.
fancy large medallions forming yoke,
"1 tear we shall be late."
WIDE WALE WORSTED SKIRTS in
She, looking at her liege, remarked,
finished with Val. and Venise lace,

Device)]

«lightest

β inch 29c.

Linen Dollies
White and Natural
stamped to be worked, the edge is all

PERFECTION
Oil Heater
with Smokeless

question.

give—that's

Kid Gloves.

matter

fancy
large

a
gift of Furs?
Pleasing, practical, lasting. Λ fur

they piece

Shirt Waists for Gifts.

Without Smoke

trim-

Insertion,"other»

the Xmas Belts and Gloves
Christmas Cards, Attractive Gift Handkerchiefs by
Thousands.
Novelties.
Tags, Stickers

Oil Heat

we

made

Furs.

people
they

perplexities
presents
sPend

brin&8

Its Pleasures
question.
practical,

TTHE person bringing the largest number of this entire
advertisement to Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway, on or
before Friday, Dec. 24, 1909, at 3 P. M., will be given a
YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION to the OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
the paper to be sent to some person not already a subscriber.
These will also apply on the King Kineo Range.

(Equipped

want yon to be »ure to seo tLe»,.*,
of fine lawD, lace and ban
burg
med, many with lace
witb hamburg; some
with
pocket·. Your choice 50c A
assortment of 25c aprons.

What is better than

All

No

TEA APRONS, 25 different «tyle«.

Gifts.

Useful

Get

50c. 87c. One lot witb tioe tucks and a
saclloped embroidered edge, only

Place to

the

is

dozen.

song o' th* mavis greets th'

as

APRONS, âne lawn witb deep fancy
bamburg ruffle witb tucks, pocket.

TEA OR LUNCH CLOTHS, large assortas to how much
to most
its
ment of patterns, extra fine linen,
morn!
intend to remember.
and whom
for
36x36, «3.26, 2.98, 2.50, 2.25, all with
can
Back t' th' moorlan's an' fens o' auld
t>i
two Inch hemstitched edge.
Many δπ
τ 4A visit to this store
the
8cotla.
But what to
others for 75c, 98c, #1.50.
Back t' th' mossy banks o' Ayr,
ken
Γ
this
lan's
gude TRAY CLOTHS, extra fine linen, large
ye
=
Amang th' mony
will result in a
with its MANY
worl".
assortment of patterns, 21x30 inches,
Whar'· ane wl' It t' compare!
with an enormous
for the Christmas
This store is
98c; 19x29 inches, 75c, 87c. Good size, solution of the
Ivery Ian" has Its patriots an' heroes.
find
some with drawn work, 50c, 42c, 37Jc,
Bcoti.am' ha dkk* an' t' spare,
You'll travel far and wide before
sensible and serviceable
stock of
Four lots of Tray Clothe to
Wallace on' Bruce an' fu' mony anlther.
33c, 25c.
Caledonia sae bonny, sae fair!
be hemmed at ends, of fine linen, 39c,
as this store offers.
such an assortment of useful
33c, 25c, 15c.
No. 732.—Opposite Palindromes.
Hack of fine linen,
From the saine five different words TOWELS, Figured
designed for initial, large size, 87c, 75c.
make two palindromes, or sentences
•
reading the siiuie forward or back- TOWELS of Fine Huck and Damask,
What more useful gift than a bel
Earh palindrome bas two of
choice patterns, some with iancy drawn
ward.
the words used twice. One arrangeA womar
a pair of gloves?
work, sizes 27x45, 23x44, 22x24, #1.39,
or
ment Is a statement of wrongdoing bethousands of Handker- never has
1.50,1.25, 1.00, 87c and 75c each.
Literally
too many of these.
any
In this broad and comprehensive
fore birth; tlie other, of being born be- DAMASK AND
HUCK, pure linen, fine
:hiefs for Xmas. They are always
You will surely need these tc
fore doing wrong.
BELTS of plain, fancy and braided «ill
of Novelties there are a
collection
Guests'
15c.
assortment, 50c, 25c,
An
in good taste and acceptable.
make a Christinas Gift look neat.
elastic in all the most desirable colors
selecthe
for
of
number
Towels, 25c each.
possibilities
No. 733.—Proverb of Twenty Letters.
immense variety of them for men,
Elastic and kid combined in all colors
articles.
with
of
suitable
tion
in
round
centerpiece
sets,
gift
3, 1. 2, 4 Is a tree; 8. 5. 6. 7. U is a DOILIES
women and children at the lowest
with jet, gilt, oxidized and jewe I
kind of riding horse; 11. 12» 13. 10 is to
Cluny insertion and Mexican work
PIN CUSHIONS, many shapes and possible prices.
buckles, hundreds to select from, ii ι
with two-inch Cluny edge, 30 inch, 98c;
trim; 15, Hi. IT. 1-1 is a golf term; 20.
kinds trimmed with lace and ribbon,
fancy boxes, 50c, a good assortmen
lace
edge,
is
In
natural
state.
18
HANDKERCHIEFS,
plain,
19.
24 inch, 75c; 18 inch, 50o.
25c belts.
50c.
to
"what
of
15c,
25c,
10c,
the
let
embroidered,
Don't
cbeck and plaids, dotted,
question
DOILIES, sets, fine linen Damask, with
HAT PIN
HOLDERS,
No. 734.—Blackboard Puzzle.
and drawn work, 10c, 12^c, 16c, and
deep scalloped embroidered edge with give her" bother you for a moment. HAIR AND
trimmed with ribbon, lace and flowers,
our usual large assortment of 5c handfancy snow-flake border, 24 incb, One of Smiley's Shirt Waists will
25c.
kerchiefs.
#2.50; 10 inch, 50c; 6 inch, 25c.
please her without doubt.
SPOOL HOLDER and PIN CUSHION HANDKERCHIEFS, new band embroidDOILIES, fine linen, with scalloped
O l· 500+ 1 +
ÏQ
O
+
What is there easier to sen< j
j
FLANNEL WAISTS, light and dark
combination, a very desirable gift, 25c.
ered linen, some with fine narrow lace
edge, two lots:
-l· '5Ο =
7QO
away by mail than a pair of gloves
2nd lotlet lot—
fn
■hades, trimmed with wide tucks,
edge, very pretty, 25c. The assortTOWELS and NECKTIE HOLDERS,
(Viircrî-d
checked
While
inch
collar.
trim18
lace
87c.
white laundered
18 inch 75c,
TWO CLASP KID GLOVES In ligb
ment of 25c. embroidered,
very useful, 25c.
12 inch 50c,
than
Madras waist, tailor made, large tucks
12 inch 39c,
are
and dark shades of tan, grey au
checked
and
prettier
med,
holder for
10 inch 42c,
10 inch 33o,
front and back, large pearl buttons. SMOKER'S ASH TRAY,
the best select stock Is pu t
ever.
Whar th'

they

please.

to

assortment for 25c.

for

appear

buy.

Bretelle·, Waitress aprons an·! the
everyday apron·. Some trimmed with
took· and Hamburg edge.
A Hie

ONE LOT DAMASK, 70 inches wide,

pretty patterns

no mistake in
of these pretty aprons,

APRONS OF ALL KINDS, such

to be

pure linen, very
60o, 69c yard.

one

are sure

appreciated. We are
showing a splendid line selected
especially for Xmas gift givers.

likely

Dim, Indistinct, and speak of home and

Hked a lank scot mourn.
Wad 1 was back upo' th' greln braes ο
Farrow.

This is your chance, don't
let someone else get the suit
that you want What a nice
Christmas gift a suit will
make.

ONE LOT of 10 yd. pieces for 10 o?e.
Bine, red, white and green.
Don't fail to tee the Dew checked for

1.
My first for babies Is the place
And where they often lie.
My second bears of pride a trace,
its wearer trailing by.
My whole has wrapped almost a race
Since first waa heard 1U cry.

All o'er the world 'tis found.
My whole's a source of wealth, 'tis true.
Though lessened within Its bound.

Marked Down.

Ribbons of all kinds and widths.
Dresden and Holly, several widths.

|

Keep Your Feet Dry
Save Doctor's Bills
Buy A Pair of

Malden Rubbers
For A Fall Investment

MAIDENS

nude of NEW RUBBER, Reinforced and Stayed at all
Point· where the Extra Strain Come·
Styluh in Appearance and Made on New LajU
They Fit Your Shoe· Perfectly
«re

111 Fitting Rubbers Cannot Wear Well

MALDEN PRIZE CONTEST CLOSES DEC 15, 09
For Further Particulars Write
New England Agents

Grimsby—So you want to marry my
daughter, sir! What are your principles?
Are you temperate?
Fledgely—'Temperate! Wby Γ am so j
strict that it gives me pain even to find
my boots tight.
NO CASE ON RECORD.
Tbere is no case on record of a congb
cold resulting in pneumonia or consumption after Foley's Honey and Tar
has been taken, aa it will stop your
cough and break up your cold quickly.
Refuse any but the genuine Foley's
Honey and Tar in a yellow package.
Contains no opiates and is safe and sure.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
or

Mrs. Knicker— What do joa suppose
it was that Katy did?
Mrs. Bocker—Left, of course.
RICH MEN'8 GIFTS ARE POOR
beside tbis: "I want to go oo record at
saying that I regard Electrlo Bitters as
one of the greatest gifts that God has
made to woman, writes Mrs. O. Rhine-

A. H. BERRY SHOE CO.

LOVERS OF MUSIC
will find

perpetual pleasure

from our perfect pianos.
but admires] j.them ; no

Τ interested

inlfthe price.

We will give you
at the same time.

C.
a OUTH

E.
PARI·.

No musician
but is
ona

quality and

TOLMAN

vault, of Vestal Oenter, N. T., "I can
never forget what it baa done for me."
Thia glorioua medicine givea a woman
Pulp Wood Wanted.
buoyant spirits, vigor of body and jubilant health. It qaiokly cures nervousDelivered at any station on the
ness, Sleeplessness, Melancholy. Head- Q rand Trunk between Berlin and
ache, Backache, Fainting ana Dissy □ ortland. AI«o White Ash bolts
Spells; soon builds up the weak, ailing
and aiokly. Try them. 50c at F. ▲.
J. M. DAY,
Shurtlafl A Co.'s.
Bryant's Pond, Me.
4; jtf

&

save you

money

COMPANY.

....

MAINS.

Wanted.

A young man to learn the dry good· bu»lne··.
Mtut be neat In appearance, energetic, cl«*n
bablia, not o>lng tobacco In any form.
w
br letter, firing at leaat two reference· a»
character.

;»

Addreaa, "DRY GOOne."
Can Oxford Democi^i,
Sooth Part·· **·

